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EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION-Friendship, Commerce and
Navigation Treaties and Title VII
The United States Supreme Court has recently agreed to consider a
novel and difficult question involving a conflict between a "friendship,
2
commerce, and navigation" treaty ' and a domestic civil rights statute.
Specifically, the Court will decide whether the 1953 Treaty of Friend3
ship, Commerce, and Navigation between the United States and Japan
provides a wholly owned Japanese subsidiary incorporated in the United
States the absolute right to fill management level positions with Japanese
nationals, irrespective of American laws prohibiting racial discrimination
in employment. 4 That the dispute is ripe for Supreme Court adjudication is evident from the interpretational conflicts that have arisen among
federal agencies 5 and, most recently, between the Second and Fifth Circuits. 6 Japanese companies operating in the United States seek to rely on
Article VIII(l) of the 1953 Treaty, which provides that "[n]ationals and
companies of either Party shall be permitted to engage, within the territories of the other party, [managerial personnel] of their choice,"'7 as a
defense to charges of racially discriminatory employment practices. Because the United States is signatory to well over two dozen FCN treaties
with similar "freedom of choice" provisions, 8 a Supreme Court decision
regarding the use of these treaties as a defense to charges of civil rights
I The term "treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation" [hereinafter FCN treaties] is
used as a term of art to describe a basic accord which establishes a framework for private commerce between American citizens and citizens of other countries. Beginning with the Treaty of
Amity and Commerce with France, Feb. 6, 1778, 8 Stat. 12, T.S. No. 83, the device has been
utilized with certain variations designed to meet the exigencies of the day. See generally
Walker, Modern Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, 42 Minn. L. Rev. 805
(1958).
2 Avigliano v. Sumitomo Shoji America, Inc., 638 F.2d 552 (2d Cir.), cert. granted, 102 S.
Ct. 501 (1981).
3 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, Apr. 2, 1953, United States-Japan, 4
U.S.T. 2063, T.I.A.S. No. 2863 [hereinafter cited as Japanese FCN Treaty].
4 638 F.2d at 552.

5 For a discussion of contrasting interpretational opinions expressed by the Department
of State, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the treaty negotiators, see Note,
Sptess v. C Itoh
& Co. (Amenca): Do U.S. Commercial Treaties Provide Foreign Corporations
with an Immunity from U.S. Civil Rights Laws? 6 N.C.J. Int'l L. & Com. Reg. I1, 114-18
(1980).
6 Compare Avigliano, supra note 2, with Spiess v. C. Itoh & Co. (America), 643 F.2d 353
(5th Cir.), reh'g granted, 654 F.2d 302 (5th Cir. 1981). See also, Linskey v. Heidelberg Eastern,
Inc., 470 F. Supp. 1181 (E.D.N.Y. 1979).
7 Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, art. VIII, para.l.
8 For a listing of FCN treaties with provisions similar to those in the Japanese FCN
Treaty, see 8 U.S.C.A. § 1101, historical note (West 1970) and I Int'l Legal Mat. 92 (1962).
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violations within the United States will have both domestic and international consequences. 9
The case presently before the Court, Avighano v. Sumitomo Shoji
America, Inc.,' 0 began in the Southern District of New York in a suit
against Sumitomo Shoji America (hereinafter Sumitomo), a New Yorkincorporated wholly owned subsidiary of a Japanese "integrated trading
company.""1 Female employees of Sumitomo claimed that the company's practice of hiring only male Japanese nationals for managementlevel positions discriminated against them on the basis of sex and na12
tional origin in violation of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
Sumitomo sought dismissal on the grounds that the Japanese Treaty exempted Japanese trading companies and their wholly owned subsidiaries
incorporated in the United States from application of Title VII.13 With-

out reaching the merits of this defense the district court denied
Sumitomo's motion to dismiss based on the "more fundamental" issue
presented, namely whether Sumitomo could, in the first instance, "invoke the aegis of the Treaty as sanction for its employment practices." 14
Relying on Article XXII(3),'5 the definitional section of the Treaty, the
court concluded that Sumitomo is a company of the United States, not of
Japan, and therefore has no standing to invoke the freedom of choice
6
provision granted by Article VIII(l) of the Treaty.'
On interlocutory appeal, the Second Circuit held that Sumitomo
could invoke Article VIII(1) of the Japanese Treaty but that the Treaty
did not exempt Sumitomo from Title VII as far as executive personnel
were concerned.1 7 The court found that to deny Sumitomo Treaty protection because it was operating as a locally incorporated subsidiary
rather than a branch of its Japanese parent would overlook the Treaty's
purpose of supporting foreign investment generally and would "disregard substance for form.""' Moreover, the court noted that such a treaty
9 See generally Schwartz, Commercial Treaties and the American Civil Rights Laws:
The Case of Japanese Employees, 31 Stan. L. Rev. 947 (1979).
10 638 F.2d 552 (2d Cir.), cert. granted, 102 S.Ct. 501 (1981).
11 "Integrated trading companies" engage in the purchase and resale of goods for import
and export markets. As of May 1978, there were fewer than a dozen such integrated trading
companies although they account for more than fifty percent of Japan's imports and exports.
Avigliano v. Sumitomo Shoji America, Inc., 473 F. Supp. 506, 508 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).
12 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17 (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
13 473 F. Supp. at 508. In addition, Sumitomo interposed four counterclaims alleging
abuse of legal process and tortious interference with the operation of its business activities. Id.
at 508-09, 514-16. These counterclaims are not relevant to the certified question presently
before the Court on interlocutory appeal.
14 Id. at 509. The court did, however, dismiss plaintiff's claims based on the Thirteenth
Amendment and on 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k) (1976). Id. at 514, 515.
Is Article XXII(3) of the Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, reads in pertinent part:
"Companies constituted under the applicable laws and regulations within the territories of
either Party shall be deemed companies thereof and shall have their juridical status recognized
within the territories of the other Party."
16 473 F. Supp. at 513.
17638 F.2d at 558.
18 Id. at 556.
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construction could be easily circumvented by a foreign corporation if its
United States subsidiaries were converted into branches.' 9 The court rejected the argument that three Treaty provisions which explicitly grant
rights to subsidiaries 20 were intended to define the outer limits of subsidiaries' rights or to bar them from enjoying additional rights granted to
branches. These were instances, the court reasoned, where extra protection was to be accorded subsidiaries in their capacity as "companies of
either Party."'2 1 Article XXII(3) of the Japanese Treaty defines a company's nationality for the purpose of recognizing its status as a legal entity but not for the purpose of restricting substantive rights granted
elsewhere in the Treaty. 22 Thus, the court concluded Sumitomo was
for the purpose of invoking the
properly classified as a Japanese company
23
substantive provisions of the Treaty.
4
In construing the freedom of choice language of Article VIII(l),2

Judge Mansfield pointed to the prevailing practice of the United States
and foreign countries at the time the Treaty was negotiated, of severely
restricting the employment of noncitizens. The Treaty drafters inserted
Article VIII(l), according to Judge Mansfield, to "exempt companies operating abroad from local legislation restricting the employment of
noncitizens '"25 and "to facilitate a party's employment of its own nationals to the extent necessary to insure its operational success in the host
country." 26 A foreign company's right to hire executives "of [its] choice,"
however, does not give Japanese firms operating in the United States a
license to violate civil rights laws. If Sumitomo seeks an exemption from
laws prohibiting discrimination in employment, then the burden is on
27
the company to demonstrate a bona fide occupational qualification
19 Id.
20 Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, arts. VI(4), VII(l), VII(4).
21 638 F.2d at 556. To hold otherwise, the court stated, would create a "crazy quilt pattern" which would entitle subsidiaries to only minor rights compared to the broad rights enjoyed by branches under the treaty. "It would be illogical to infer that the drafters . . .
intended . . . to act in such a haphazard way." Id.
22 Id. at 557.
23 Id. at 558.
24 Article VIII(I) gives Japanese companies operating in the United States the right to
hire "accountants and other technical experts, executive personnel, attorneys, agents, and other
specialists of their choice." Japanese FCN Treaty, supra note 3, art. VIII.
25 638 F.2d at 559, citing Walker, Treaties for the Encouragement and Protection of Foreign Investment: Present United States Practice, 5 Am. J. Comp. L. 229, 234 (1956).
26 638 F.2d at 559.
27 Section 703(a) of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits unlawful employment practices
based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (1976). The scope of
§ 703(a) is qualified by § 703(e) which states:
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter,
(1)It shall not be unlawful employment practice for an employer to hire and
employ employees . . . on the bases of his religion, sex, or national origin in
those certain circumstances where religion, sex or national origin is a bona
fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation
of that particular business enterprise. . ..
Id. § 2000e-2(e).
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(BFOQ) exception to Title VII. 28 As applied to Japanese companies enjoying rights under the Treaty, a BFOQ exemption from Title VII must
be construed "in a manner that will give due weight to the Treaty rights
and unique requirements of a Japanese company doing business in the
United States."'29 The Second Circuit remanded the case to the district
court to determine whether some or all of Sumitomo's executive positions
30
qualified for this BFOQ status.
In Spiess v. C Itoh & Co. (America),31 the Fifth Circuit was confronted with a case substantially similar to Avigh'ano. Defendant Itoh is a
wholly owned Japanese subsidiary incorporated in the United States,
and also proferred the Japanese Treaty as a defense to a Title VII action. 32 The Spiess decision concurs with Avigihano as to the availability of
the substantive provisions of the Treaty to Japanese subsidiaries incorporated in the United States.33 The Fifth Circuit departed from Avigl'ano,
however, in delimiting the scope of Article VIII(l), and held that the
Japanese Treaty afforded American subsidiaries of Japanese companies
the absolute right to discriminate in favor of Japanese nationals. 34 Conceding that the overriding goal of the Japanese Treaty was to provide
"national treatment," 35 that is, treatment similar to that accorded domestic companies, to Japanese businesses operating in the United States,
the court nevertheless stated that the Article VIII(l) "of their choice"
28 638 F.2d at 559. The court advanced a special rule applicable to firms operating under
FCN treaties that would give foreign companies latitude in meeting the bona fide occupational
qualification exception of Title VII. Relevant considerations cited by the court include: "(1)
Japanese linguistic and cultural skills; (2) knowledge of Japanese products, markets, customs,
and business practices; (3) familiarity with the personnel and workings of the principal or parent enterprise in Japan; and (4) acceptability to those persons with whom the company or

branch does business." Id.
29 638 F.2d at 559.
30 Id.
31 643 F.2d 353 (5th Cir. 1981), petit, for cert., 50 U.S.L.W. 3449 (Nov. 9, 1981); dis. purs.
to Rule 53, 50 U.S.L.W. 3550 (Jan. 5, 1982) (No. 81-938).
32 Employees of C. Itoh-America, a wholly owned Japanese subsidiary incorporated in
New York, filed a Title VII action against their employer who asserted that Article VIII(l) of

the Japanese Treaty cloaked the company with an absolute immunity from American discrimination laws. 643 F.2d at 355.
The district court in Spiess relied primarily on "the plain meaning of Article XXII(3)" and
concluded that C. Itoh-America had been "constituted under" the laws of the United States,
was a company of the United States, and therefore could not invoke the Article VIII freedom of
choice provision of the Treaty. 469 F. Supp. 1, 4 (S.D. Tex. 1979). Acknowledging the novelty
of the issue presented, the district court certified its decision to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. Id. at 10.
33 The Fifth Circuit noted that it would be unreasonable, albeit literal, to draw a distinction between a subsidiary and a branch. Thus, C. Itoh-America could "assert all rights extended to 'companies of either Party' by the Japanese Treaty." 643 F.2d at 359.
34 Id. at 362.

35 National treatment is one of two "contingent standards" delimiting the rights accorded
foreign nationals operating in the host country. Seen as the more desirable standard, national
treatment guarantees foreign nationals the same protections afforded to native citizens. The
"most-favored nation" standard, on the other hand, affords treatment as favorable as that enjoyed by the citizens of the most-favored foreign nation. Walker, Modern Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, 42 Minn. L. Rev. 805, 811 (1958).
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provision was intended to create an absolute rule permitting foreign nationals to control their overseas investments. 36 The court noted further
that any qualification of the Treaty right, such as making it subject to
the bona fide occupational qualification exemption of Title VII or as
overriding state but not federal law,3 7 would render Article VIII(1) "virtually meaningless."' 38 Thus, the court concluded, the Treaty permits C.
Itoh-America to discriminate unconditionally in favor of Japanese per39
sonnel for executive and technical positions.
These two cases present a critical conflict between the policies of
promoting foreign trade through FCN treaties and advancing equal opportunity in employment through United States statutes. As part of the
"supreme Law of the Land,"' 40 and the primary instrument of civilized
interaction among nations, treaties enjoy a uniquely important status
under the law. 41 By their nature, treaties attempt to articulate a common ground between differing cultures; it is important, therefore, that
they be interpreted in a manner "consistent with the genuine shared expectations of the contracting parties." '42 It is well documented that the
Article VIII(l) right to free choice of technical and managerial personnel
was inserted in the Japanese Treaty (and other post-World War II treaties) as a device to insure U.S. companies' control over their Japanese
investments. 43 Consequently, Japanese companies have a legitimate reciprocal expectation regarding their investments in the United States by
resort to the same provisions. 44 To deny Japanese companies the un36 In contrast to contingent standards which define treatment of foreign nationals in relative terms, there are certain non-contingent or absolute rules designed to protect vital rights and
privileges of foreign nationals in any situation, irrespective of the protection afforded the indigenous population of the host country. 643 F.2d at 360, citing Walker, Modern Treaties, supra
note 35, at 811.
37 C. Itoh-America argued that if Article VIII goes beyond national treatment it does so
only to the extent of protecting Japanese companies from "ultranationalistic" state laws, but
not from federal laws forbidding companies themselves from discriminating. Under this analysis, the Title VII exemption for bona fide occupational qualification would be broad enough to
encompass any rights that could be legitimately asserted by Japanese corporations under the

Treaty. 643 F.2d at 361.
38 Id. at 362.
39 Id.

40 U.S. Const. art. VI, cl.II.
41 The Supreme Court has announced that it will make every effort to uphold treaty obligations and that such obligations will be deemed to supersede state law. See, e.g., United States
v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 230-31 (1942); Pigeon River Improvement, Slide & Boom Co. v. Charles
W. Cox, Ltd., 291 U.S. 138, 160 (1934). Furthermore, federal statutes "ought never to be construed to violate the law of nations if any other possible construction remains ... " The
Charming Betsy, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 64, 118 (1804), quoted in McCulloch v. Sociedad Nacional
de Marineras de Honduras, 372 U.S. 10, 21 (1963). Congress must clearly intend to depart from
its treaty obligations before inconsistent federal legislation will govern. Beny v. Compania
Naviera Hildago, S.A., 353 U.S. 138, 147 (1957), quoted in 372 U.S. at 22.
42 Maximov v. United States, 299 F.2d 565, 568 (2d Cir. 1962), aff'd, 373 U.S. 49 (1963).
43 See Commercial Treaties - Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with
Israel, Ethiopia, Italy, Denmark, Greece, Finland, Germany and Japan: Hearings before the
Subcom. of the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations, 83d Cong., IstSess. 2, 3, 6-9 (1953).

44 643 F.2d at 362.
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qualified right to use their own executive personnel seems contrary to the
plain language of Article VIII(l) and the expectations of the parties with
regard to control of their respective investments. Furthermore, potential
reverberations of such a limiting construction could easily endanger
favorable treatment of U.S. companies abroad.
Although facilitation of international commerce remains important,
the Supreme Court must weigh this priority against the "hard-won
American commitment to eradicating discrimination '4 5 and, in particular, the concern for providing equal opportunity in employment. If the
Court holds that Article VIII(l) gives Japanese companies and their U.S.
incorporated subsidiaries the absolute right to discriminate in favor of
their own nationals, literally thousands of foreign companies 4 6 operating
under commercial treaties with freedom of choice provisions could be
exempt from operation of Title VII. 4 7 Such a holding would undermine

the statutory equal opportunity protection enjoyed by U.S. workers.
Traditional canons of treaty construction provide the Court little
guidance in resolving this unique and pressing issue. For example, when
a treaty cannot be harmonized with an act of Congress, the general rule
is that the later in time is to prevail. 48 Assuming irreconcilability between the Treaty and Title VII, the 1953 Treaty becomes subordinate to
Title VII and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Even if the court were to rely
on this date of adoption rule to decide Avig/'ano, it will be faced with
other FCN treaties which were adopted after the Civil Rights Act of
1964.49 In addition to the anomalous situation of having differing constructions of identical provisions, a gross inequality would result from
exempting from operation of Title VII some foreign countries but not
others.
Another recognized canon of treaty interpretation is that Congress
must clearly intend to depart from its treaty obligations before inconsistent federal legislation will govern. 50 Unfortunately, the legislative history of Title VII is silent as to its effect on FCN treaties and thus provides
no guidance in resolving the conflict. Chances are remote, however, that
the Court will predicate its decision on a finding that FCN treaties and
Title VII are mutually repugnant.
45 See Schwartz, supra note 9, at 976.
46 As of August 1981, there were over 260 foreign-owned firms from twenty different countries operating in North Carolina alone. North Carolina Department of Commerce, Int'l Division: Foreign-owned Firms Operating in North Carolina (1981).
47 The Second Circuit stated that such a broad Treaty construction, carried to its logical
conclusion, would immunize foreign companies "not only from Title VII but also, from laws
prohibiting employment of children, § 12 of the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 212,
laws granting rights to unions and employees, Labor Management Relations Act, 29 U.S.C.
§§ 141-87, and the like." 638 F.2d at 559.
48 See, e.g., Akins v. United States, 551 F.2d 1222 (C.C.P.A. 1977); United States v. White,
508 F.2d 453 (8th Cir. 1974).
49 E.g., Treaty of Amity and Economic Relations with Thailand, May 29, 1966, United
States-Thailand, 23 U.S.T. 1158, T.I.A.S. No. 7378 (adopted Apr. 26, 1967).
50 See supra note 41.
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The Court is left with three viable alternatives. First, the Court
could find that Sumitomo is unable to invoke the protection of the
Treaty because it was incorporated in the United States and therefore is
a U.S. company. While this approach would subject Sumitomo to Title
VII scrutiny, it would forestall resolution of the critical issue. Foreign
subsidiaries would convert to branches and the question would again
arise as to whether a foreign branch could unqualifiedly discriminate in
favor of its nationals. Second, the Court could adopt the Fifth Circuit's
view in Spiess and find that the Article VIII "of their choice" provision
was intended to create an absolute rule permitting a foreign company to
discriminate in favor of its own nationals. 5 1 The more prudent alternative, however, would be to hold, as did the Second Circuit in Avighano,
that the "of their choice" provisions contained in FCN treaties are limited by the BFOQ exception to Title VII.
If the Court were to follow the Second Circuit and require foreign
companies operating in the United States to justify their managerial and
technical personnel employment decisions on the basis of bona fide occupational qualifications, it would preserve the integrity of FCN treaties
without damaging employment opportunities for U.S. citizens. The general intent of post-World War II FCN treaties was to create a legal envi52
An
ronment conducive to mutually beneficial trade and investment.
environment of mutuality suggests equal, not favored, treatment for foreign companies operating in the host country. This construction is buttressed by the preamble to the Japanese Treaty which states that rights
established under the Treaty are founded on "principles of national and
3
most-favored-nation treatment unconditionally accorded." '5 It is clear
that foreign companies operating in the United States are not to be
discriminated against; however, neither are they to be given a status
superior to that of domestic corporations. The protection of Article
VIII(l) should give foreign companies latitude to hire their own nationals, as long as those companies can show business necessity. 54 At the
same time, equal opportunity in employment will be preserved by providing U.S. citizens an equal opportunity to compete for jobs in which
nationality is not deemed essential to the protection of the foreign investment. This construction gives due consideration to foreign companies,
who justifiably expect national treatment, without allowing such companies to ignore United States laws on employment discrimination.
A corporate defendant has never resorted to an FCN treaty as a
defense to charges of employment discrimination. The Court's resolution
of the issue will involve a balancing of the United States' interest in
international commerce against its commitment to civil rights and equal51 See supra text accompanying notes 31-40.
52 See Walker, supra note 25, at 231.
53 Preface, Japanese FCN Treaty supra note 3.
54 See supra note 27.
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ity of opportunity. The United States has an affirmative duty to honor
its treaty obligations, but its commitments must be construed in light of
the law as established by Congress. While a Supreme Court decision in
favor of domestic civil rights laws may adversely affect U.S. relations
with other countries, "every person [including other nations who may
have ground for complaint] is bound to obey the law."' 55 Thus, commercial treaties designed to encourage foreign investment must give way to
the more fundamental notion of equal opportunity in employment.
-KIERAN

J.

SHANAHAN

[Ed. Note: After this issue went to press, the Supreme Court handed
down its decision in Avigliano , Sumitomi Shoji America, Inc. v. Avagh'ano [sic],
102 S.Ct. 2374 (1982). The Court unanimously agreed with the District
Court that Sumitomo was an American corporation and therefore incapable of invoking art. VIII(l) of the 1953 Treaty. The Court did not
reach the Title VII issue. A month after the Avigliano decision, the court
summarily remanded Spiess v. C Itoh & Co. (America), 102 S. Ct. 2951
(1982), for further consideration in light of Avigliano.]

55

Rainey v. United States, 232 U.S. 310, 317 (1914).
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N.C.J. INT'L L. & CoM. REG.
(For BEe13A AndBE-13B)
COMPANIES
V.SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS
FOR INSURANCE

II. OEMERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
(Continued)
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FOR REPORTING
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Appendix B
FORMBE.1-606S
IE 2411

U.S. OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE I. IDENTIFICATION
BUREAU OF ECONOMiCUAAy Si!
1. Report for quarter ending

TRANSACTIONS OF U.S. BANKING BRANCH
OR AGENCY WITH FOREIGN PARENT

OMB No. 0608-0023; Form Expires March 1984
It

BEA USE ONLY

Ii
,

f3

Z. Name and address of U.S. effitler
MANDATORY
CONFIDENTIAL QUARTERLY REPORT
This report
rrequired by law - Section 5b)(2), P.L 94-472,
90 Stat 2059. 22 U.S.C. 3104. Whoeverfails to report may be
subject to a civil penalty not exceeding $10.000 and to inunctive relief commandingsuch perso to comply,or botr. Whoever
willfully fails to report shall be fined rot mOre than $10,000
and. if an individual, may be imprisoned for not more than one
year, or tinr.
RETU
TO P

US. Deparltmenof Commerce
Burea of EconomicAnalysis, BE-50(IN)
Washin1ton,
D.C. 20230

IMPORTANT - Report data according to books f
U.S. affillate. Read instructions on reverse side
kfoae ompletigthis form. REPORT ALL AMOUNTS
IN THOUSANDS OF U.S. DOLLARS.

3. Name of foreign parent
4. Coontry nf looatlon of foneig panent
y o004
S. If U.S. affiliate's industr classification has changed, mark here..
and complete Form BE-607. Industry Classification Questionnare.

II. TRANSACTIONSWITH FOREIGN PARENT
Note: Only positions and transactions relating to the foreign parent's Permanent invested capital in he
U.S. affiliate cre to be reported on this form in Items 6. 7. 9, 10. and 12, and these amounts must eel
be reported on Treasury International Capital Reporting Forms BQ-t. 8Q*2. UL-I. BL-2. end BC.
6. Foreign parent's permanent invested capital in the U.S. banking affiliate at beginning of quarter. This
would normally consist of capital allocated to the U.S. affiliate. special reserves out of net income, and
net inCome not yet distributed.

Amount
Bit. MioTh

Dols

06

1

7. Transfer of permnent invested capital to U.S. affiliate by the foreign parent during quarter

07

1

N. Foreign parenets equity In U.S. affiliate's quarterly net Income (loss) after provision for U.S. Income taxes.
Amounts shown in items 16 through 19 should already be Included as reductions to income.

08O

9. Other additions to permanent invested capital
Betum
of permanent invested capital to foreign parent by U.S. affiliate and other
10.
deductions from peranent invested capital

09
0

Income remitted to the foreign parent
12. Foreign parent's permanent Invested capital in the U.S. banking affiliate at end of querter. This would
normally consist of capital allocated to the U.S. affiliate, special reserves out of net income, and net
incomenot distributed. (Equals items 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 - 10 - I)
Feeign pret's equlit In U.S. affiliate's et unrealized andrealized capital gainsIlasses)

1t,.

ft

r
12
t

13.

Included in income. Item B. Show losses in parentheses

t|3.

14.

Excluded from income, item 8. but included in investment in iter 9 or 10.
Show losses in parentheses ( )

14

1

15. Gain (loss) On sale or liquidation of U.S. affiliate. Specify whether gain or (loss).
Forelgn parent'schargesto U.S. affiliate, lss U.S. affiliate's charges to the forelln parel, duting quarnr.
Reportnet negatlve chares In parentheses
( I.

15

SN.

Interest

16

1S.

Royalties. license fees, and other fees for use or sale of intangible property

17

118.

Charges for use of tangible property

to

I8.

Fees for services rendered including fees for management. professional. or technical services,
and allocated expenses

anpermanent invested capital reported in items 6 and/or 12

I

19

BEA USE ONLY-PERSON TO CONSULT

Nanre and Address

Area

20
code
Number
Eanln
TELEPHONE
NUMBER

CONCERNING QUESTIONS
ABOUT THIS REPORT

CERTIFICATION
0
Au tho r iz e d o ff i c l ia s'sig n a ture

The U.S affiliate, and the official executing this certificatian on its half, hereby certify thal
information contained in this report is correct to the best of their knowledge and belief.
T itl e
ID a -

Usc......o.

Ore

..
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INSTRUCTIONS

Purpose- Reportson this formare required in order to providereliable
andup-to-dateInformationonforeigndirect investmentin oneUnitedStates,
Authority- Reportson Form BEA6PS stemandatoryunderSection 5(b)(2

BUsIl.os enterprise means cny organiaation association, bran,

of the InternationalInvestmentSurveyAct at 1976(P.L BR-4O2
NOStat
2059, 2 U.S.C.3004 - hereinafter'the Act"). In Section
3 of toecutive
Order11961, the Presidentdesignatedthe Deparrtment
of Commerce
as the
federalexecutive agencyresponsiblefor voltechng he requireddata on
direct investment and the Secretaryof Commercehas assignedthis
responsibility to ihe Bureauof EconomicAnalysis. The implementing
reg lations are contained in Title 15, CFR, PartS06.

Baking includes businessenterprisesengaged in depositbarking, Edge
Act corporations engaged in inteinationa or foreign banking,U.S. branches
and agencies of foreign banks whether or not they accept domestic
deposits, and bank holdingcompanies,i.e., holding companies
for which
over 50 percentof their total incomeis from banks which they hold.

This report has beenapproved by the Offi
of tManagearentand Budget
under the Federal ReportsAct (public Law No. 813, 77th Congress).
Penatties - Whonoer
fails to reportmaybe sobject toa cmiil penaltynot
exceeding $10,000 and to injunctive relief commandingsuvh persan to
voeplo,or boTh, Whoenerwillfully failsto reportshall be fined not more
than $10,10 and, if an individual,may be imprisonedfor not morethan
one pear,or boor, ay officer, director,employee,or agent of anycorporation whoknowinglyparticipafesin such violation, upon conviction, may
be punishedby a like fine, imprisonment, of both. (See Section6 of the
Act, 22 U.S.C.3105.1
Confidentialit - The informationfiled in this reportmaybe used only for
analytical and statistical purposescndaccess to Me informationshellbe
availabIe onl to officlals end employees
(including consultants and cn.
tractors and toir employees)of agenciesdesignatedby the Presidentto
performfunctions under the Act,. The President mayauthorizethe eochange of Theinformation betweenagenciesor officials desilatd to
performfunctions under the Act, but only for analytical and statistical
purposes, Na official or employee(including consultantsand contractors
and their employees) shall publish or make available any information
collected under the Act in such a manner hat the person to whomThe
Informationrelates cn be specifically identified. Reportsand copiesof
reportspreparedpursuant to theAct are confidentialand their submission
or disclosure shall not be Cmp iled by any personwithout Theprior
written permissionof he persontiling te reportand the customerof such
person where the information supolied is identifiable as being derived
fromthe records of suchcustomer (22 U.SC. 3104).
DEFINITIONS
United States, hen used in a geographicsenae, means Theseveralstates,
the District of Coluehia, te Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and all
territoriesandpossessions of the UnitedStates.
Forsfgn, when used in a geographictese, meansthat which is sitoated
outside the United Statesor which belongs toOt is characteristicof a
countryother than he United States.
Parsonmeans any individual, branch,partership, associated group,
association, estate, trust, corporation,or other organization(whetheror
not orgamized
underthe laWs of any Stae.), andany gnerment (including
a foreign gwverment, the United States
onemment, e State or local
gemMentn, and any agecy corporation,financial Instittion, or other
enty orinsruentality thereof, including a goemment-shnsored egency).
Foreign pesn meansany person resident outside the United States01
subject t thejuridiction of a coutry other than he UnitedStates.
Direct nvstmt meansthe ownershipor control, directly or indirectly,
by one personof 10 per centin or moreof the oig
securities of An
incorporatedbusinessenterpriseor An eqoioalent interest in sounincorporatedbusinessenterprise.
Foreign disect Itnvestment
In the Unitad States meansthe ownership or
Control,directly or indirectly, by oneforeign person of !o per conoimor
more of the voting securitiesof an incorporatedU.S business enterprse
or en equialent Interest in an unincorporatedU.S. buseinesenterprise,
includinga brarch.

frenCh means the operations or

acOvities conducted
by a personin a difflent location iwits oe name teher Thanthrough an Incorporated entity.
Affiliate meAns a bsinese enterprise locatedIn one county which is
couthercountry
directly or indirectly ned or tontroiledOpa person at
to theextent of 10 percentomor moteof its votin stock for an incorporated businessor an equivalent Interest for en un noerprnatedbusiness,
including a brauch.

or

ventire wficl exists for profitaking purposes or to otherwise secure
economic advantage,andany ownership of any real estate.

Whomsst report- Except as exemptedbelow, FormBE-606Bis required
from every unincorporatedU.S, banking branch or agencyin which .
foreign personhad a direct and/or indirect ownershipinterest of 10 percent or more at any time during the reporting period. The report is to
caverdirect transactons and positions betwn The.nincorporatedU.S.
bankingbranchor agency(U.S.affiliate) and The foreign parent Related
fonts for reporting
foreigr directinvestmentin the U.S. are
BE-605 Transactionsof U.S. Affiliate, Exceptan
Unincorporated
Bank, with ForeignParent
BE-607 Industry Classification Questionnaire
Reports are requiredeven thoughthe foreign person's equity interest in
the U.S. businessenterprisemay have been established, acquired,liquidated, sold, orinactivatedduringreportingperiod.
NOTE
Each unincorporatedU.S. banking affiliate must file a Form
BE-606B. Twoor moreunincorporated
U.0. barking Sffiliates o ned by
the sameforeignperson mayfile a single FormBE.60B combiningtheir
reporti"e hansactions
provided written permission has beenrequested
fromand granted by BEA.
Multipls forelg parents - Wheretwo or more foreign personshold reportableequity interests in en unincorporated
U.S. bankingaffiliate, a
separate report shouldbe filed to report the transactionsor accounts
with eachforeignparent
Exsmptian - A U.S.affiliate is not requiredto reportif each of he following three items for the U.S. affiliate (not the foreign parents share) is
bet.en -$S5,000,000and $5,000,000
(11 Total assets,
(2) Annua sates or grossoperatingrevenues,excluding
salestaxes (not grossmargir and
(3) Annual net incomeafterprovisionfor U.S. incometaxes.
Quarterlyreportsfor a yearmay be requiredretroactivelywhen it is determined that the exemption levelhas been exceeded. It a U.S. affiliate's
total asset., sales or net incomeexceed the exemptionlevel in a given
year, it is deemedthat the exemptionleve will also be exceeded in he
followingyear.
NOTE: If any we of Thethree items above exceeds the exemptin level,
either positive or negaive, the U.S. affiliate must report. Sincethese
itemsare not reportedon FormBE OB, a U.S. affiliate claiming xmoshto fromfiling a givenreportmust furnisha certification as to the levels
of these thee items,
FIIn Ofreport - FormBE-60B is a quarterlyreport. A single copy of
eachreportshould be sent to:
S. Deparmentof ComoerceBureauof
EconomicAnalysis, BE-SO
(IN , Washington,
D.C. 20230,mithin 30 days
after the closeof each carendar(or fiscal) quarter,except for the report
following the end of the calendar(or fiscal) year, when reports may be
filed within 45 days. Request for extensionof the filing date,additional
forms or clarification of the reporting requirements or instructions
seoud be directed tothe aboveaddress.
Data to be reportedon this formandrelationship to TreasuryInternational
Capital Reporting
FormsSQ-I, BQ-2, BL-, BL-2,and SC-Only positions
andtransactionsrelating to theforeign parenr's permanent
invested capital
in the U.S. affiliate are to be reportedon Thisfon in iteos A6 7. 9, i0,
and12. and these amountsmust not be reportedon TreasuryInternational
Capital ReportingForms.
SPECIFICINSTRUCTIONS
Currencyamountsshould be reportedin U.S. dollars and roundedto the
nearest thousand. If an amountis betweent1SO0 enter 'U". Use
parentheses to indicate negativenumbers.

U.S. affiliate me$ns an affiliate locatedin the United Statesin which a
foreignpertson
has a direct investment

Esfimatesmay be providedwherenecessary in order sofile a timely report.

Forelgf parent means the first foreignperson in the oweership chainof
the U.S. affiliate.

ItemS. Industry classification refers to the BEA 3-digit industry
codes
given in the Industry Classificahon Questionnaire,FormBE-07.

Affilated teneifp Arsp meon, (
he foreign paent, ii) any foreign
person, proceeding upTheforeignperent's owership chain, which ans
mon than 50 per cvnton of the personbelow it up ta and including that
person which is not ownedmore than SOper cntm p anoher foreI
person, and (ill) any foreign person, prooeding down he onerrip
chain(s) of each of These members,
which is owned morethan 50 per
Canum by the pe.m above l
Foeign affiliate of foreige parent meams,with referenceto a gioan U.S.
ffiliate, any member
of the affiliated foreign groupowening he aftiliate
that is nota foreignparentof he affiliate.
U.S. aorporation
meansa businessenterpriseincorporatedin the United
States.

Item . The amountenteredshould representthe foreign parentsequity
in the U.S. affiliate's net income(loss) for the quarter after provisionfoe
U.S. income
taoes. (Do not reportnet incomeon a cumulativebasis.) The
income statement unde lying this and related items shouldbe on the 'all
Inclusive" basis.
Items 1 cad 14. Net unrealizedand realized capital gains(lasses)
include net capital gains (losses) reouleg from dhangesin 0.5.
affiliate's foreign curency denominatedassets cod liahnllies due to
carges in tareign exchange rates during ts
period net unrealieed
capitl gains (losses), which are rmougnize, resolfing from renalutona
of assets, andnet realizedcapital gains (losses) resultingfromdispositin of assets such as The sale of investent securitiesor property,
plant
or equipmentitems. All gains(losses) should be includedIn net beams,
item 8, and therefore, should be shown in item 13; if, for somereason,
Theymorenot includedin net income but wereincludedIn itemn or Item
tO, anter
Thearoint in item14.
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Appendix C
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Economic Analysis

BENCHMARK SURVEY OF
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES, 1980
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
(Form BE-12)
INTRODUCTION
The Benchmark Survey of Foreign Direct Investment in the United States, 1980, is being conducted by the Department of Commerce to obtain data on foreign direct investment in the United
States needed to measure the economic significance of such investment and facilitate the analysis
of its effect on the U.S. economy. The last such survey was conducted for 1974.
The filing of reports for this Survey is mandatory under Section 5 of the International Investment Survey Act of 1976, Public Law No. 472, 94th Congress, 90 Stat. 2059, 22 U.S.C. 31013108 (hereinafter, "the Act"). In Section 3 of Executive Order 11961 of January 19, 1977, the
President designated the Department of Commerce (in the absence of any contrary delegation or
direction by the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)) as the Federal executive agency responsible for collecting the required data on direct investment. Within the Department of Commerce, this responsibility has been delegated to the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
This Survey has been approved by OMB under the Federal Reports Act (44 U.S.C. 3501, et
seq) .
As provided by Section 5(c) of the Act, the information reported may be used for analytical and
statistical purposes only and access to the information shall be available only to officials and
employees (including consultants and contractors and their employees) of agencies designated by
the President to perform functions under the Act. No official or employee (including consultants
and contractors and their employees) shall publish or make available to any person any information collected under the Act in such a manner that the person to whom the information relates
can be specifically identified. Reports and copies of reports prepared pursuant to the Act are
confidential; no person can compel their submission or disclosure without the prior written permission of the person filing the report and the customer of such person where the information
supplied is identifiable as being derived from the records of such customer.
A report must be filed by, or on behalf of, each U.S. business enterprise in which a foreign
person owned or controlled a direct or indirect interest of 10 percent or more at any time during the U.S. business enterprise's 1980 fiscal year. Ownership of U.S. real estate, other than for
personal use, is deemed to be a business enterprise. Reporting requirements and instructions relating to specific parts of the report form are given herein. Regulations may be found in 15 CFR,
Part 806.
If a person receiving the report form and instructions is not required to report according to the
Act and the reporting requirements contained herein, a "Claim for Not Filing a Form BE-12,"
printed on the last page of Form BE-12, must be completed and returned to the Bureau of Economic Analysis within 30 days.
Failure to respond is punishable by civil or criminal penalties, or both.
Your cooperation will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

Director,
Bureau of Economic Analysis
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
I.

Purpose and Legal Authority

A. Purpose-Reports on this form are required in order to provide complete and accurate data
on the amount, types, and financial and operating characteristics of foreign direct investments
in the United States.
B. Authority-Reports on Form BE-12 are mandatory under Section 5(b)(2) of the International
Investment Survey Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-472, 90 Stat. 2059, 22 U.S.C. 3101-3108-hereinafter the "Act"). In Section 3 of Executive Order 11961, the President designated the U.S.
Department of Commerce as the Federal agency responsible for collecting the required data
on direct investment, and the Secretary of Commerce has assigned this responsibility to the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The implementing regulations are contained in Title
15, CFR, Part 806.
This report has been approved by the Office of Management and Budget under the Federal
Reports Act (44 U.S.C. 3501, et seq).
C. Penalties-Whoever fails to report may be subject to a civil penalty not exceeding $ 10,000 and
to injunctive relief commanding such person to comply, or both. Whoever willfully fails to
report shall be fined not more than $10,000 and, if an individual, may be imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both. Any officer, director, employee, or agent of any corporation
who knowingly participates in such violation, upon conviction, may be punished by like fine,
imprisonment, or both. (See Section 6 of the Act, 22 U.S.C. 3105).
D. Confidentiality-The information filed in this report may be used only for analytical and statistical purposes and access to the information shall be available only to officials and employees
(including consultants and contractors and their employees) of agencies designated by the
President to perform functions under the Act. The President may authorize the exchange of
the information between agencies or officials designated to perform functions under the Act,
but only for analytical and statistical purposes. No official or employee (including consultants and contractors and their employees) shall publish or make available any information
collected under the Act in such a manner that the person to whom the information relates
can be specifically identified. Reports and copies of reports prepared pursuant to the Act
are confidential and their submission or disclosure shall not be compelled by any person
without the prior written permission of the person filing the report and the customer of such
person where the information supplied is identifiable as being derived from the records of
such customer (22 U.S.C. 3104).
I.

Definitions

A. United States, when used in a geographic sense, means the several States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and all territories and possessions of the United
States.
B. Foreign, when used in a geographic sense, means that which is situated outside the United
States or which belongs to or is characteristic of a country other than the United States.
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C. Person, means any individual, branch, partnership, association, associated group, estate, trust,
corporation, or other organization (whether or not organized under the laws of any State),
and any government (including a foreign government, the U.S. Government, a State or local
government, and any agency, corporation, financial institution, or other entity or instrumentality thereof, including a government sponsored agency).
D. Foreign person means any person resident outside the United States or subject to the Jurisdiction of a country other than the United States.
E. Direct investment means the ownership or control, directly or indirectly, by one person of 10
per centum or more of the voting securities of an incorporated business enterprise or an
equivalent interest in an unincorporated business enterprise.
F. Foreign direct investment in the United States means the ownership or control, directly or indirectly, by one foreign person of 10 per centum or more of the voting securities of an incorporated U.S. business enterprise or an equivalent interest in an unincorporated U.S. business
enterprise, including a branch.
G. Branch means the operations or activities conducted by a person in a different location in its
own name rather than through an incorporated entity.
H. Affiliate means a business enterprise located in one country which is directly or indirectly
owned or controlled by a person of another country to the extent of 10 per centum or more
of its voting securities for an incorporated business enterprise or an equivalent interest for
an unincorporated business enterprise, including a branch.
I. U.S. affiliate means an affiliate located in the United States in which a foreign person has a
direct investment.
J. Foreign parent means the foreign person, or the first person outside the United States in a foreign chain of ownership, which has direct investment in a U.S. business enterprise, including
a branch.
K. Affiliated foreign group means (i) the foreign parent, (ii) any foreign person, proceeding up
the foreign parent's ownership chain, which owns more than 50 per centum of the person
below it up to and including that person which is not owned more than 50 per centum by
another foreign person, and (iii) any foreign person, proceeding down the ownership chain(s)
of each of these members, which is owned more than 50 per centum by the person above it.
L. Associated group means two or more persons who, by the appearance of their actions, by
agreement, or by an understanding, exercise or appear to exercise, their voting privileges in
a concerted manner to influence the management of a business enterprise. The following are
deemed to be associated groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Members of the same family.
A business enterprise and one or more of its officers or directors.
Members of a syndicate or joint venture.
A corporation and its domestic subsidiaries.

M. Foreign affiliate of a foreign parent means, with reference to a given U.S. affiliate, any member of the affiliated foreign group owning the U.S. affiliate that is not a foreign parent of
the U.S. affiliate.
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N. U.S. corporation means a business enterprise incorporated in the United States.
0. Business enterprise means any organization, association, branch, or venture which exists for
profitmaking purposes or to otherwise secure economic advantage, and any ownership of any
real estate.
P. Intermediary means any agent, nominee, manager, custodian, trust, or any person acting in a
similar capacity.
Q. Ultimate beneficial owner (UBO) is that person, proceeding up the ownership chain beginning with and including the foreign parent, that is not more than 50 percent owned or controlled by another person. (A person who creates a trust, proxy, power of attorney, arrangement, or device with the purpose or effect of divesting such owner of the ownership of an
equity interest as part of a plan or scheme to avoid reporting information, is deemed to be
the owner of the equity interest.)
R. Lease is an arrangement conveying the right to use property, plant, or equipment (i.e., land
and/or depreciable assets), usually for a stated period of time.
1. Capital lease-A long-term lease under which a sale of the asset is recognized at the
inception of the lease. These may be shown as lease contracts or accounts receivable
on the lessor's books. The assets would not be considered as owned by the lessor.
2. Operational lease-Generally, a lease with a term which is less than the useful life of
the asset and the transfer of ownership is not contemplated.
S. U.S. affiliate's 1980 fiscal year is the affiliate's financial reporting year that has an ending date
in calendar year 1980.
HI. General Instructions
A. Who must report-A BE-12 report is required for each U.S. affiliate, i.e., for each U.S. business enterprise in which a foreign person owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, 10 percent or more of the voting securities if an incorporated U.S. business enterprise, or an equivalent interest if an unincorporated U.S. business enterprise, at any time during the business
enterprise's 1980 fiscal year.
A report is required even though the foreign person's equity interest in the U.S. business enterprise may have been established, acquired, liquidated, or sold during the reporting period.
Beneficial, not record, ownership is the basis of the reporting criteria.
Voting securities, voting stock, ownership interest, equity interest, and voting interest all have
the same general meaning and are used more or less interchangeably throughout the instructions and the report form, although one may be more appropriate than the others when referring to a specific business enterprise, or group of enterprises.
B. Fiscal year reporting period-The report is to cover the U.S. affiliate's 1980 fiscal year. The
affiliate's 1980 fiscal year is defined to be the affiliate's financial reporting year that has an
ending date in calendar year 1980. For a business enterprise that does not have a financial reporting year, such as investments in unimproved real estate, or does not have
a financial reporting year ending in calendar year 1980, its 1980 fiscal year is deemed
to be the same as calendar year 1980. (U.S. affiliates that changed the ending date of their
financial reporting year in 1980 should contact BEA to determine what reporting period should
be used.)
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C. Calculation of indirect ownership interest-All direct and indirect lines of ownership interest
held by a foreign person in a given U.S. business enterprise must be summed to determine
whether the enterprise is a U.S. affiliate of the foreign person for purposes of reporting.
A foreign parent's percentage of indirect ownership interest in a given U.S. business enterprise
is the product of the direct ownership percentage of the foreign parent in the first U.S. business enterprise in the ownership chain times that first enterprise's direct ownership percentage
in the second U.S. business enterprise times each succeeding direct ownership percentage of
each other intervening U.S. business enterprise in the ownership chain between the foreign
parent and the given U.S. business enterprise.
If there is more than one line of ownership from the- foreign parent, or if other members of
the affiliated foreign group hold direct or indirect lines of ownership to the U.S. business
enterprise, then all ownership interest lines must be summed to determine if the U.S. business
enterprise is a U.S. affiliate of a foreign person.
D. Accounting methods and records-Generally accepted U.S. accounting principles should be
followed, unless otherwise specified. Corporations should generally use the same methods and
records that are used to generate reports to stockholders except where the instructions indicate a variance.
E. Consolidated reporting by U.S. affiliate-A U.S. affiliate must file on a fully consolidated domestic (U.S) basis, including in the full consolidation all of its foreign parent's other U.S.
affiliates in which it directly or indirectly owns more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting
interest. Hereinafter the fully consolidated entity is considered to be one U.S. affiliate.
A separate BE-12 report may be filed by a U.S. affiliate that is more than 50 percent owned
by another U.S. affiliate if the first U.S. affiliate is not normally fully consolidated due to
unrelated operations or lack 'of control and provided that written permission has been requested from and granted by BEA.
If a U.S. affiliate is not fully consolidated in its U.S. parent's BE-12 report, it must be listed
on Supplement B of the U.S. parent's Form BE-12 and must file its own BE-12 report.
Foreign subsidiaries, branches, or other foreign operations or equity investments of a U.S.
affiliate are not to be included on a fully consolidated basis, but are to be included only as provided under III.H.
F. Aggregation of real estate investments-A foreign person holding real estate investments that
are foreign direct investments in the United States must aggregate all such holdings for the
purpose of applying the exemption level tests. If the aggregate of such holdings exceeds one
or more of the exemption levels, then the holdings must be reported even if they individually
would be exempt.
G. Exemption-A U.S. affiliate as consolidated, or aggregated in the case of real estate investments, is not required to file a BE-12 report if:
1. Each of the following three items for the U.S. affiliate (not the foreign parent's share)
was between - $1,000,000 and + $1,000,000 during the reporting period:
a. Total assets;
b. Sales or gross operating revenues, excluding sales taxes, and
c. Net income after provision for U.S. income taxes;
and
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2. The U.S. affiliate did not own 200 acres or more of U.S. land during the reporting period
(if the U.S. affiliate owned 200 acres or more of U.S. land, it must report regardless of
the value of the three items listed above).
If a U.S. business enterprise is a U.S. affiliate but is not required to file a completed Form
BE-12 because it falls below the exemption level, then it must complete and file a "Claim for
Not Filing a Form BE-12" with item 5 of the "Claim" marked and the information requested
in item 5 filled in. (The Claim is on the last page of Form BE-12 and should be detached
for filing.)
H. Method of accounting for equity investments in business enterprises that are not fully consolidated-A U.S. affiliate's equity investment in all foreign business enterprises and in U.S.
business enterprises that are not fully consolidated should be accounted for as detailed below.
Foreign business enterprises must not be fully consolidated with the U.S. affiliate, no matter
what the percentage ownership. When equity investments are included under the equity method,
intercompany account items must not be eliminated.
1. Investment in those business enterprises owned 20 percent or more should be reported
using the equity method. However, immaterial investments may be reported using the
cost basis provided this method is consistent with normal reporting practice.
2. Investment in those business enterprises owned less than 20 percent should be reported
using the cost method.
I. Changes in the reporting entity--Changes in the consolidated reporting entity that occurred
during the FY 1980 reporting period must not result in restatement of close FY 1979 balances. The close FY 1979 balances for balance sheet or other items should represent the
reporting entity as it existed at the close of FY 1979. This principle applies throughout the
report form; for example, in Part III, close FY 1979 intercompany account balances should
be those between the foreign parent and the U.S. affiliate as it actually existed at the close of
FY 1979.
J. Reporting by unincorporated U.S. affiliate:
Directly-owned-A separate BE-12 report shall be filed by each unincorporated U.S. affiliate, including a branch, which is directly owned 10 percent or more by a foreign person; two
or more such directly-owned U.S. affiliates may not be combined on a single Form BE-12.
The only exception is for U.S. affiliates that are real estate investments (see Special Instructions, Real Estate).
Indirectly-owned-An indirectly-owned unincorporated U.S. affiliate owned more than 50
percent by another U.S. affiliate should be fully consolidated on the report with the U.S.
affiliate that holds the ownership interest in it. Otherwise, a separate report is required for
each indirectly-owned unincorporated U.S. affiliate, except real estate.
K. Industry and export and import trade classificatons--A list and explanation of the industry
classifications and export and import trade classification used are given in the revised "Direct
Investment Industry and Foreign Trade Classifications Booklet," BE-799, which is included
as part of the BE-12 package.
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L. Number of BE.12 Part Ills, Investment and Transactions Between U.S. Affiliate and Foreign
Parent, to be filed-A separate Part III is required to be filed by the U.S. affiliate for each
foreign parent that the affiliate had during its 1980 fiscal year. If multiple Part III's are required because there was more than one foreign parent, the foreign parent that held the
largest percentage of direct ownership interest at yearend should be reported on the Part III
that is included in the BE-12 report itself. Each other foreign ownership line should be reported on a Form BE-12, Part Ill-ADDITIONAL. If copies of BE-12, Part III-ADDITIONAL
are not available, reproduced copies of BE-12 Part III may be used as necessary.
M. Bearer shares--If the ownership in a U.S. affiliate by any owner in the ownership chain up
to and including the ultimate beneficial owner (UBO) is represented by bearer shares, the
requirement to disclose the information regarding the UBO remains with the reporting U.S.
affiliate, except where a company in the ownership chain has publicly traded bearer shares.
In that case, identification of the UBO may stop with the identification of a company whose
capital stock is represented by the publicly traded bearer shares. For closely held companies
with non-publicly traded bearer shares, identifying the foreign parent or the UBO as "bearer
shares" is not an acceptable response. The U.S. affiliate must pursue the identification of the
UBO through managing directors, or any other official or intermediary.
N. Separate filing of information by foreign parent or ultimate beneficial owner-Where information is requested concerning the foreign parent or ultimate beneficial owner (UBO); if
the foreign parent or UBO does not wish to make the information available to the U.S. affiliate for inclusion in the report, it may furnish it separately to BEA. In doing so, it must completely identify the U.S. affiliate BE-12 report to which it refers, the Part III (or Part III
-ADDITIONAL) to which it pertains, separately reference the items to which the information pertains, and give an address (and phone number if in the United States) where the foreign parent or UBO can be contacted.
0. Required information not available-All reasonable efforts should be made to obtain information required for reporting. Every question on each form should be answered, except
where specifically exempt. When only partial information is available, an appropriate indication should be given.
P. Estimates-If actual figures are not available, estimates should be supplied and labeled as
such. When data items cannot be fully subdivided as required, totals and an estimated breakdown of the totals should be supplied.
Q. Specify-When "specify" is included in certain data items, the type and dollar amount of the
major items included must be given for at least the items mentioned in the line instruction.
R. Space on form insufficient-When space on a form is insufficient to permit a full answer to any
item, the required information should be submitted on supplementary sheets, appropriately
labeled and referenced to the item number and the form.
IV. Special Instructions
A. Insurance companies--When there is a difference, the financial and operating data in this
report are to be prepared on the same basis as an annual report to stockholders, rather
than on the basis of an annual statement to an insurance department. Valuation should be
according to normal commercial accounting procedures, not at the rates promulgated by the
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National Association of Insurance Commissioners. Include assets not acceptable for inclusion

in the annual statement to an insurance department.
ITEM
35 Trade accounts and trade notes receivable, current-Include current items such as
agents' balances, uncollected premiums, amounts recoverable from reinsurers, and other
current notes and accounts receivable (net of allowances for doubtful items) arising
from the ordinary course of business.
46 Trade accounts and trade notes payable, current-Include current items such as loss
liabilities, policy claims, commissions due, and other current liabilities arising from the
ordinary course of business. Policy reserves are to be included in "Other non-current
liabilities," item 49, unless they are clearly current liabilities.
56 Sales or gross operating revenues, excluding sales taxes-Include items such as earned
premiums, annuity considerations, gross investment income, and items of a similar nature.
Exclude income from unconsolidated affiliates that is to be reported in item 58 or 59.
63 Cost of
sales or
matured
benefits,

goods sold-costs and expenses relating to operation-Include costs relating to
gross operating revenues, item 56, such as policy losses incurred, death benefits,
endowments, other policy benefits, increases in liabilities for future policy
other underwriting expenses, and investment expenses.

B. Banks-A specialized report form has been adopted for U.S. affiliates in banking (including
bank holding companies); that is, for U.S. affiliates over 50 percent of whose total revenues
are generated by activities classified in industry code 600. Use of specialized Form BE-12
BANK is at the discretion of BEA; in situations where its possible use is not clear-cut,
permission must be secured from BEA in advance of filing. Non-bank subsidiaries must not
be consolidated with a bank or bank holding company on Form BE-12 BANK, but must be
reported separately on standard Form BE-12. An exception is that activities of subsidiaries that
are not banks but that provide support to their bank parent, such as a real estate subsidiary
set up to hold the office building occupied by the bank parent, are considered bank activities.
The specialized report form, where its use is permitted, stands in place of the standard form,
and the instructions given should be so construed.
C. Airlines and ship operators-U.S. stations, ticket offices, and terminal and port facilities of
foreign airlines and ship operators which provide services only to the foreign airlines' and ship
operators' own operations are not required to be reported. Reports are required when such
enterprises produce significant revenues from services provided to unaffiliated persons.
D. Railroad transportation companies-Railroad transportation companies should include only
the net annual balances for interline settlement items (car hire, car repair, freight revenues,
switching revenues, and loss and damage settlements) in items 35, 43, 46, 312 and 313.
Receipts or payments of the same interline settlement items should be excluded from items
340 and 342.
E. Real estate-In the International Investment Survey Act of 1976, the ownership of real estate
is defined to be a business enterprise, and if foreign-owned, is a U.S. affiliate of a foreign person.
A BE-12 report is required unless the enterprise is otherwise exempt.
7
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Residential real estate held exclusively for personal use and not for profitmaking purposes
is not subject to the reporting requirements. A residence which is an owner's primary residence
that is then leased by the owner while outside the United States but which the owner intends
to reoccupy, is considered real estate held for personal use.
Ownership of U.S. residential real estate by a corporation whose sole purpose is to hold the
real estate and where the real estate is for the personal use of the owner(s) of the corporation,
is considered to be real estate held for personal use and therefore not subject to the reporting
requirements.
A foreign person holding real estate investments that are business enterprises reportable as
foreign direct investment in the United States must aggregate all such holdings for the purpose
of applying the exemption level tests. If the aggregate of such holdings exceeds one or more
of the exemption levels, then the holdings must be reported even if they individually would
be exempt. A single report form should be filed to report the aggregated holdings. Nevertheless,
if preferred, separate reports may be filed, but the aggregate of holdings must be used for the
purpose of applying the exemption level tests. If separate reports are filed, they must be filed
as a group and notice given that they are all for one owner.
In Part I, Identification of U.S. Affiliate, for real estate investments being reported, BEA
is not seeking a legal description of the property, nor necessarily the address of the property
itself. Since there may be no operating business enterprise as such for the investment, what is
wanted is a consistently identifiable investment (i.e., U.S. affiliate) together with an address to
which report forms can be mailed so that the investment (affiliate) can be reported on a
consistent basis from survey to survey, or period to period. Thus, in item 1 of Form BE-12,
the "name and address" of the U.S. affiliate might be:
XYZ Corp. N.V., Real Estate Investments
c/o B&K Inc., Accountants
120 Major Street
Miami, Florida XXXXX
If the investment property has a name, such as Sunrise Apartments, Acme Building, etc.,
the name and address in item 1 of Form BE-12 might be:
Sunrise Apartments
c/o ABC Real Estate
120 Major Street
Miami, Florida XXXXX
BEA will accommodate foreign owners that wish to have report forms sent directly to
them. However, owners should be aware that extra time consumed in mailing to and from
a foreign place may make meeting filing deadlines difficult.
There are questions throughout the report form that may not be applicable to certain types
of real estate affiliates-questions such as the employer identification number (Part I, item 4),
or, for unimproved land held as an investment, number of employees (Part II, item 119); and
all of Part II, Section J, Exports and Imports of U.S. Affiliate. In such cases, the items should
be marked "none".
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If a foreign person has a direct or indirect voting ownership interest of 10 percent or more
in a joint venture, partnership, etc. that is formed to own and hold, develop, or operate real
estate, the joint venture, partnership, etc. in its entirety, not just the foreign person's share, is
a U.S. affiliate and must be reported as set out below.
a. If the foreign interest in such a U.S. affiliate is directly held by the foreign person, then
a BE-12 report must be filed by the affiliate (see however, the discussion above concerning
aggregating such investments).
b. If such a U.S. affiliate is owned more than 50 percent by another U.S. affiliate, the
former affiliate must be fully consolidated in the BE-12 report of the latter affiliate.
c. If such a U.S. affiliate is owned 50 percent or less by another U.S. affiliate, a separate
BE-12 report must be filed by the former affiliate and the latter affiliate, in its BE-12
report, must show only its equity investment in the former affiliate.
Foreign owners of farms, which the owners do not operate themselves, should prepare the
income statement and related items based on the extent to which the income from the farm
accrues to, and the expenses of the farms are borne by, the owner. Generally this means that
to the extent the risk of the operation falls on the owner, then the income, expenses and the
gain (loss) assignable to the owner or to the farm itself should all be shown in the income
statement and related items. For example, even though the operator and other workers on the
farm are hired by a management firm, if their wages and salaries are assigned to and borne
by the farm operation being reported, then the operator and other workers should be reported
as employees of that farm operation and the wages and salaries should be included as an
expense in the income statement. EXAMPLES;
1. If the farm is leased to an operator for a fixed fee, then the owner should report the
fixed fee as his "sales or gross operating revenue," and should report the non-operating
expenses that he may be responsible for, such as real estate taxes, interest on loans, etc.,
as expenses in the income statement.
2. If the farm is operated by another person on a share arrangement whereby income and
expenses are shared by the owner and operator in some ratio, only the owner's share of
income should be shown in "sales or gross operating revenues," and only the owner's
share of operating expenses and non-operating expenses should be shown elsewhere in
the income statement, and in related items, as appropriate.
3. If the farm is operated by a management firm that oversees the operation of the farm
and hires an operator, but the operating income and expenses are assigned to the
owner, the income and expenses so assigned should be shown in the requested detail
in the income statement, and related items, as appropriate. (The report should not
show just one item, i.e., the net of income less the management fee, where the
management fee includes all expenses.)
F. Estate, trusts, and intermediaries:
A foreign estate is a person and therefore may have direct investment, and the estate, not
the beneficiary, is considered to be the owner.
A trust is a person, but is not a business enterprise. The trust shall be considered the same
as an intermediary and reporting should be as outlined below. For reporting purposes, the
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beneficiary(ies) of the trust, or the creator(s) of the trust in the situation detailed in the
next sentence, or if there is, or may be, a reversionary interest, shall be considered to be
the owner(s) of the investments of the trust for determining the existence of direct
investment. When a corporation or other organization creates a trust designating its shareholders
or members as beneficiaries, the creating corporation or organization shall be deemed to
be the owner of the investments of the trust, or succeeding trusts where the presently existing
trust had evolved out of a prior trust, for the purposes of determining the existence and
reporting of direct investment.
This procedure is adopted in order to fulfill the statistical purposes of this survey and does
not imply that control over an enterprise owned or controlled by a trust is, or can be,
exercised by the beneficiary(ies) or creator(s).
Intermediarya. If a particular foreign direct investment in the United States is held, exercised,
administered, or managed by a U.S. intermediary for the foreign beneficial owner,
such intermediary shall be responsible for reporting the required information for,
and in the name of, the U.S. affiliate, and shall report on behalf of the U.S.
affiliate or shall instruct the U.S. affiliate to submit the required information. Upon
so instructing the U.S. affiliate, the intermediary shall be released from further
liability to report provided it has informed this Bureau of the date such instructions
were given and the name and address of the U.S. affiliate, and has supplied the
U.S. affiliate with any information in the possession of, or which can be secured by,
the intermediary that is necessary to permit the U.S. affiliate to complete the required
reports. When acting in the capacity of an intermediary, the accounts or transactions
of the U.S. intermediary with a foreign beneficial owner shall be considered as
accounts or transactions of the U.S. affiliate with the foreign beneficial owner. To
the extent such transactions or accounts are unavailable to the U.S. affiliate, they may
be required to be reported by the intermediary.
b. If a foreign beneficial owner holds a U.S. affiliate through a foreign intermediary,
the U.S. affiliate may report the intermediary as its foreign parent but, when
requested, must also identify and furnish information concerning the foreign
beneficial owner. Accounts or transactions of the U.S. affiliate with the foreign
intermediary shall be considered as accounts or transactions of the U.S. affiliate
with the foreign beneficial owner.
G. Partnerships-Limited partners do not have voting rights in a partnership and therefore
cannot have a direct investment in a partnership; their investment is considered to be
portfolio investment. Determination of the existence of direct investment in a partnership
shall be based on the country of residence of, and the percentage control exercised by, the
general partner(s), although the latter may differ from the financial interest of the general
partner(s).
H. Determining place of residence
be considered a resident of, and
located, subject to the following
1. Individuals who reside, or

and country of jurisdiction of individuals-An individual will
subject to the jurisdiction of, the country in which physically
qualifications:
expect to reside, outside their country of citizenship for less
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than one year are considered to be residents of their country of citizenship.
2. Individuals who reside, or expect to reside, outside their country of citizenship for one
year or more are considered to be residents of the country in which they are residing,
except as provided in H.3.
3. Notwithstanding paragraph H.2., if an owner or employee of a business enterprise
resides outside the country of location of the enterprise for one year or more for the
purpose of furthering the business of the enterprise, and the country of the business
enterprise is the country of citizenship of the owner or employee, then such owner or
employee shall nevertheless be considered a resident of the country of citizenship provided there is the intent to return within a reasonable period of time.
4. Individuals and members of their immediate family who are residing outside their
country of citizenship as a result of employment by the government of that country
-diplomats, consular officials, members of the armed forces, etc.-are considered to
be residents of their country of citizenship.
V. Response Required When Contacted by BEA
The publication in the Federal Register of the notice implementing this survey is considered
legal notice to covered U.S. business 'enterprises of their obligation to report. Therefore, a report
is required from persons subject to the reporting requirements of the BE-12 survey, whether or
not they are contacted by BEA. Also, a person, or their agent, to whom a BE-12 report form is
sent by BEA, must respond in writing pursuant to Section 806.4 of 15 CFR, Chapter VIII. This
may be accomplished either by filing a completed Form BE-12 on a timely basis or, if applicable,
by completing and returning the "Claim for Not Filing a Form BE-12," which is included as the
last page of Form BE-12, and which is due within 30 days of the date the BE-12 was sent by BEA.
VI. Filing the BE-12
A. Due date-A fully completed and certified Form BE-12, including all Part III ADDITIONALS, is due to be filed with BEA not later than August 15, 1981.
A U.S. person that is sent a Form BE-12, but that is exempt or not subject to the reporting
requirements must file a "Claim for Not Filing a Form BE-12" within 30 days of the date
the BE-12 was sent by BEA. (See V. above.) Any other U.S. person that is a U.S. affiliate
but that is exempt from completing Form BE-12, must file a "Claim for Not Filing a Form
BE-12" within 30 lays of the publication in the Federal Register of the notice implementing
this survey.
B. Extension-Requests for an extension of the reporting deadline will not normally be granted.
However, in a hardship case, a written request for an extension will be considered provided
it is received at least 15 days prior to the due date of the report and enumerates substantive
reasons necessitating the extension. BEA will provide a written response to such requests.
C. Assistance-If there are any questions concerning the report, telephone (202) 523-0632 or
(202) 523-0547 for assistance.
D. Annual stockholders' report-Business enterprises issuing annual reports to stockholders are
to furnish a copy of their FY 1980 annual report when filing the BE-12 report.
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E. Number of copies-A single copy of the BE-12, including any Supplements, is to be filed with
BEA. This should be the copy with the address label in Part I, if such a labeled copy has
been provided by BEA. You must also retain a file copy of the BE-12 report for five years to
facilitate resolution of any questions that BEA may have concerning your report. (Both
copies are protected by law; see statement on confidentiality in I.D.)
F. Where to send report-Return the report to U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis BE-50(IN), Washington, D.C. 20230.
VII.

Instructions for Specific Sections of the Report Form

A. Employment and employee compensation-Employment and employee compensation data must
be based on payroll records and relate to activities during the reporting period. The employment and employee compensation data must cover only activities that were charged as an
expense on the income statement, charged to inventories, or capitalized during the reporting
period. Do not include data related to activities of prior periods, such as those capitalized or
charged to inventories in prior years.
1. Employment is the average number of employees for the reporting period, including
part time employees but excluding home workers and independent sales personnel who
are not employees. If possible, the average for the reporting period should be computed
as the average of the number of persons on the payroll at the end of each pay period,
month or quarter, during the reporting period. Employment at the end of the reporting
period may be used as an estimate of average employment only if employment throughout the reporting period did not vary significantly due to seasonal operations, a
strike, temporary shutdowns, etc.
2. Production workers-Those employees most directly connected with carrying out the
activities of the business being reported, up to and including working foremen, but
excluding other supervisory employees. They are those employees involved in the physical production of goods, handling and storage of goods, related services (e.g., main-.
tenance and repair), and auxiliary production for plant's own use (e.g., power plant).
3. Employee compensation consists of wages and salaries of employees and employer expenditures for all employee benefit plans.
a. Wages and salaries are the gross earnings of all employees before deduction of employees' payroll withholding taxes, social insurance contributions, group insurance
premiums, union dues, etc. Include time and piece rate payments, cost of living
adjustments, overtime pay and shift differentials, bonuses, profitsharing amounts,
and commissions. Exclude commissions paid to independent personnel who are not
employees.
Wages and salaries include direct payments by employers for vacations, sick leave,
severance (redundancy) pay, etc. Exclude payments made by, or on behalf of, benefit
funds rather than by the employer. (Employer contributions to benefit funds are
included in "employee benefit plans".)
Wages and salaries include in-kind payments, valued at their cost, that are clearly
and primarily of benefit to the employees as consumers. Do not include expendi12
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tures that benefit employers as well as employees, such as for plant facilities, employee training programs, and reimbursement for business expenses.
b. Employee benefit plans-Employer expenditures for all employee benefit plans, including those required by government statute, those resulting from a collective-bargaining contract, or those that are voluntary. Employee benefit plans include Social
Security and other retirement plans, life and disability insurance, guaranteed sick
pay programs, workers' compensation insurance, medical insurance, family allowances, unemployment insurance, severance pay funds, etc. If plans are financed jointly by the employer and the employee, only the contributions of the employer should
be included.
4.

Hours worked by production workers: Include standby or reporting time; exclude hours
paid for holidays, vacations, sick leave, or other paid leave.

B. U.S. merchandise exports and imports-The data on U.S. merchandise trade between U.S. affiliates and foreigners must be reported on a "shipped" basis, i.e., on the basis of when, where,
and to (or by) whom the goods were shipped, irrespective of to (or by) whom the goods were
billed or charged. It may be necessary to obtain the shipment data from shipping and receiving, rather than from accounting, records.
The merchandise trade categories given in the Direct Investment Industry and Foreign
Trade Classifications Booklet are not the same as the SIC categories used to classify your
company by industry. Please check the trade category descriptions to facilitate accurate
answers to the trade questions. (In particular, note that for the trade data, parts and accessories for transportation equipment are, in important instances, classified outside the transportation equipment category.)
1. U.S. exports and imports refer to physical movements of goods between the customs
area of the United States and the customs. area of a foreign country. Consigned goods
must be included as a shipment or receipt of merchandise, even though not normally
recorded as sales or purchases when initially consigned.
2. Only goods shipped between the United States and a foreign country in the U.S. affiliate's 1980 fiscal year should be included, regardless of when the goods were charged or
consigned. For example, capital goods shipped by the U.S. affiliate to a foreign parent
in FY 1980, that were charged or consigned to the foreign parent in FY 1981, should
be included; but such goods shipped in FY 1979 that were charged or consigned to the
foreign parent in FY 1980 should be excluded.
3.

U.S. exports should be valued f.a.s. (free along side) at the U.S. port of exportation.
This includes costs incurred up to the point of loading the goods aboard the export
carrier including the selling price at the interior point of shipment (or cost if not sold),
packaging costs, and inland freight and insurance. It excludes all subsequent costs, such
as loading costs, freight and insurance from the U.S. port of exportation, etc.

4. U.S. imports should be valued at the contract price, adjusted to an f.a.s. foreign-portof-exportation basis. This includes all costs incurred up to the point of loading the goods
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aboard the export carrier, including the selling price at the interior point of shipment
(or cost if not sold), packaging costs, and inland freight and insurance. It excludes all
subsequent costs, such as loading costs, freight and insurance from the foreign port of
exportation, etc.
5. "Products of shipper" refers to merchandise which has been produced (i.e., grown, extracted, processed, assembled, or manufactured) by the shipper, or which has been
physically changed by the shipper so as to increase the value of the merchandise. Merchandise shipped in essentially the same condition as when purchased is not considered
a product of the person shipping the merchandise.
6. Goods shipped by an independent carrier or a freight forwarder at the expense of, or on
behalf of, a business enterprise, are shipments of that business enterprise.
7. Country of ultimate destination or origin-The country of ultimate destination is the
country where the goods are to be consumed, further processed, or manufactured, as
known to the shipper at the time of exportation. If the shipper does not know the
country of ultimate destination, the shipment is credited to the last country to which
the shipper knows that the merchandise will be shipped in the same form as when exported. The country of origin is the country where the goods were grown, mined, or
manufactured. In instances where the country of origin cannot be determined, the
transactions are credited to the country of shipment.
C. Distribution of selected data by State-The schedule of employment, wages and salaries, land
and other property, plant, and equipment by State covers the 50 States, the District of Columbia, and all territories and possessions of the United States. Include in this schedule only data
pertaining to those U.S. business enterprises that are fully consolidated into the reporting
U.S. affiliate; foreign business enterprises or operations, whether incorporated or unincorporated, should not be consolidated with the reporting U.S. affiliate and no data for them should
be included. Exclude data for employees permanently located outside the United States. The
"foreign" category is primarily for use in reporting movable fixed assets temporarily outside
the United States or for reporting any foreign fixed assets carried directly on the U.S. aliliate's books.
1. Location of employees or of an asset is the U.S. State, territory, or possession in which
the person is permanently employed, or in which the land or other property, plant, and
equipment is physically located and to which property taxes, if any, on such assets are
paid. In the case of equipment which may reside in more than one location during the
reporting period, such as transportation equipment, location of the asset is to bea. The State, territory, or possession to which property taxes, if any, were paid.
b. If no tax was paid, the State, territory, or possession in which the asset was physically located at the end of the reporting period. (If the plant and equipment is movable, and is temporarily located outside the United States, enter in the "foreign"

category.)
2. Valuation of property, plant, and equipment-Land and other property, plant, and
equipment are to be valued at historical cost before any allowances for depreciation,
depletion, and like charges.
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3. Classification of land and other property, plant, and equipment by use category-For
purposes of this survey, land and other property, plant, and equipment are classified
according to various use categories. If a given asset can be classified in more than one
of the use categories, the entire asset should be considered to fall within the category
best describing its primary use. If not in actual use during the reporting period, classify
by expected or intended use.
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International Capital Form S
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF
MONTHLY FORM S

PURCHASES AND SALES OF "LONG-TERM" SECURITIES
BY "FOREIGNERS"
PART I-GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The purposeof this report isto gather timelyand reliable informationon international capital movements.
with "foreigners." For purposes of reporting, allof the following
This report form is designed to covertransactions in "long-term" securities
scurities executed in theUnited States (asdefined in
in"lng-term"
transactions
trensactioas areconsidered to be transactionswith "foreigners": (1)
section E.1below) for account of "foreigners": and(2) tranactions in"long-term" securitiesexecuted abroadfor your own acountarid farthe accountof
of
or fortheaccount
your domesticcustomers,Incuding partners. (Thus.for example,a purchaseof "long-term" securities abroad for your own account
should be recorded asa sale by a "foreigner," and conversely,a saleof"long-termn"sectides abroadfor your own accountorfor
yourdomestic customer
should be reported asapurchase by a "foreigner.") Figuresreported forsuchtransactionsshould representthetotal
theaccount ofa domesticcustomer
or creditedas oftheledgerdate (i.e.,the cost of purchase plus commissions, etc., or the proceedsof sales lesscommissions,
amountof money debited
tax, etc.).
ina
Failure
to reportcanresult
22 U.S.C. 3103;E.O.6560; E.O.r0033; 31 C.FR.128).
Thisreport is required by law (12U.SC.95a;22 U.S.C. 286f;
of notmorethan
civil
ponalty notexceeding $10,000 (22U.SC.3105).Willful failureto report canresultin criminalprosecutan and uponconvictiona fine
person,
imprisonmentfor not more thantenyears, or beth.Any officer, director,or agent of any corporation who knowingly
$10,000,or.it a natural
may be punished by a likefine. imprisonment,or both (12U.S.C. 95a;31 CRR.128.4(a)).
participates in such violation
be held inconfdence by the Departmentof theTreasuryandthe FederalReserve Banksacting as fiscalagents of the
Data reported on this form will
will not be publishedor otherwisepublicly disclosed. Aggregatedata derived from reports on this
'Ieasury. The datareported by individual respondents
the amountsreported by any individual respondent. Data reported by
form may be published or otherwise disclosed ina mannerwhich will notreveal
individual
respondents may be made ailable to other Federalagencies, insofaras authorized by the FederalReports Act(44 US.C. 3501 otseq.) and
310o seq.).
the International Investment Survey ActOf1976(22 U.S.C.

B. WHO MUST REPORT
who on their ownbehafforon
1.Allhonks, bankinginstitutions (includingbankholdingcompanies),brokers,dealersor other persons intheUnited States
in thew instructions, arerequired to
of their Customers engage in transactionsin "long-term" securitiesdirectly with "foreigners." as defined
behalf
theinstitutionwhich have reportable
on this form Reporting institutionsshould include on this formthe figuresforalldepartments within
reportmonthly
transactionsand thefigures for all of their branchesin the UnitedStates.
2. When tworeporting institutions areinvolved in thecompletion of a transaction in "long-term" securties with"foreigners," the following Instructions
may neither be duplicated norcompletely omitted:
noted, in order that the reportng of thattransaction
should be carefully
for "foreign" account should be reportedby the bank, bankinginstiution,
involving
either the saleor purchaseof domesticsecurities
(a) Transactions
brokeror dealer actingdirectly by order of the "foreigner."
or the purchase (including theredemption)of "foreign" securitiesforthe account of "foreigners" shodd be
(b)Transactionsinvolving either the sale
banking institution,broker or dealeracting directly by order of the "foreign" selleror "foreign" purchaser.
reported by the bank,
3.The U.S. managingunderwriterof a underwritinggroup acting as agentin handlingthe flotaion of anew foreign securityissue should reportas sales
groupandtheamountof sales tothe managingunderwriter's
to domesticmembersof theunderwriting
sold
by "foreigners" onlytheportionof the issue
group for a new domestic sactuatyissue should reprt as purchases by
of an underwriting
The managing underwriter
own domestic customers.
"foreigners" the amounttakenby"foreign" underwritingmembers as wellas theamountofsales to themanaging undernrter's own foreigncustomers.
fromtheir
sale only to personsother than U.S. residentsshould exclude
issueswhichcan be offered for
for new foreigin
NOTE:Managingunderwriters
and todomesticmembersof the underwritinggroup)of such new foreignsecurties, andshould exclude fromtheir
themselves
reports foreignsals (to
reported purchasesby "foreigners" their subsequentsales of the" new Issues to other "foreigners." Ifportions of such new issuesremain unsold at
as specified inthe underwritingagreement,themanagingunderwriterorother members ofthe underwritinggroup
the terminationof the initialoffering,
who retanthe unsold securitiesfor their own account shoud report the unsold securities as sales by "foreigners" (tomembers of the undereiting
Subsequentdisposition of the securities to "foreigners" are reportable as purchasesby "foreigners."
group).
foreign investors or of
placement ofdomesticsecunties with
broker, or dealer acting as an intermediar' in the private
institution,
4. Any bank, banking
with domesticand foreigninvestorsshould reportthe entire amountof thetransaction. The intermediary should alsoprovide horthe
foreign sexcunties
reportingof any payments assooiatd with delayedtakedomnsunder privateplacements.

C. EXEMPTIONS
of
of purchasesand thegrand total
by a "person," otherwiserequired toreport, if both thegrand total
A reportfor any onemonth need notbe filed
with "foreigners," amountedtolessthan $500,000 during
or fortheaccount of othersin transactions
ownaccount
sales of "bag-term" sevrities, fo Its
the monthcovered by the report.

0. FILING OF REPORTS
than 15days following the monthtowhich the report applies.
notlater
Reportson Form S should besubmitted
is
withthe Federal Reserve Bankof the Districtin which the bank or banking institution
institution should be filed
Reportsof any bankor banking
located.
New
York.
Bank
of
should be filed withthe FederalReserve
other than banksand banking insitutions
Reports of brokers,dealers and persons
be naled to:
Reports should
Inenatonal Reports Division
Inlemational Research Department
FederalReserve Bank of New York
33 Liberty Street
New Yrk 10045
New York.
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E. DEFINITIONS
I. -United States." For purposes of this report, the term "United States" shall mean the States of the United States, the District of Cotumbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,andthe following: AmericanSamoa,the Canal Zone, Guam, Midway Island.the Virgin slands, and Wake Island.
2.For purposesof this report, "parson"shall include an individual, partnership,association,corporation or otherorganization.
3."Foreigner." For parposes of this report. "foreigner" shall include:
of the United States, domiciledoutside the United States.
(a) any individual,including a citizen
(b) any partnership, association, corporationor other organization created or organizedunder the laws of a foreigncountry, exceptingbranches and
agenciesthereof located in the United States.
other organizationcreated
country of a partnership.association. corporation or
(c) any branch, subsidiaryor other allied organizationwithin a foreign
or organizedunder the laws of a foreign country orof the United States. Thus, for example, branches of American banks, banking institutions.
Inforeign countriesshould be considered"foreigners."andthe branches,subsidiaries
brokers and dealers (includingyour own branches) located
as U.S,parsons
Institutions, brokers anddealers should considerthemselves
andagencieslocated
inthe United Statesofforeign banks,banking
and, inturn, should consider their head offices andbranches of such headoffices outside theUnited States as"foreignero."
(d) any govemment of a foreign country and any subdivision,agencyor instrumentaity thereof, includingall "foreign officil institutions." even though
located in the UndedStates. (See definitioninsubsection4 below.)
agencythereof, created by teaty or conventionbetweensovereign
(a) any official intemational or regional organization, or subordinateor affiliated
organizatonof an internationalor regional character
states, even though located in the UnitedStates; and anyprivate relief, philanthropicorother
withheadquarters abroad andwitha membership of organizationsfrom more than one country,
(f)persons IntheUnited States, tothe extent thatsuch persons are actingon behalf of,forthe acount of, or forthe benefitof"foreigners" asdescribed
in subsections(a) through(a) above,except other reporting institutions such an domesticbanks, corporations,andbranches and agenciesof
isa reporting
form.
(In case of doubt in a particular case asto whether a secondinstitution
foreign banks andcorporationsrequiredto report on this
persons other than
consult the Federal ReserveBank of the District
in which youam located iyou we a bank or banking institution;
institution,
"1ansaetions for the account of
a domestic trustee or
banks and banking institutions shouldconsuhthe Federal ReserveBank of New York.)
nominee, except another reporting institution,known tobe acting on behalf of a "foreigner" should be reportedby the bank, bankingthatiudon. or
or nominee.
brokeracting
for the accountof such trustee
central governmentsof foreign countriesand
4."Foreign offical institution." For purposes ofthis report, theterm "foreignofficial institution"shall include
of "foreignofficil institutions"available from
of their
possessionsand recognizedcentral banksof issue. The TreasuryDepartmenthasprepareda list
the FederalReserve Bank ofthe Districtin which youare locatedif youare bankor banking instiutio orfromtheFederalReserve BankofNew Yorkif
youwe a nonbank firn.
The term"foreign official institution"sha include the following:
central
banks, including all departmenta
(a) the treasuries, including ministriesof ioance. or correspondingdepartments of national governments;
thereof;stabilizationfunds, including officialexchange stabilizationfunds, exchangecontiol offices, orother governmental exchange authorities;
of their
functions activities
simlar to thoseofatreasury, central bank
and fiscal agentsof thenational governments
which hae as an important port
or stabilization
fund. EXCEPTION: Branches and agencies in the United States of "foreign officalt banking institutons" shall he considerad
"domestic" institutions for purposes of this report.
(b)diplomatic and consular estabishments andother departments andagencies of national governments,such asarmy and navy departments,
purchasing commissionsand state tradingorganizations,
(c)any internationalor regional organization,or subordinateor affiliatedagency thereof,created by treaty or conventon betweensovereign states.
The term"foreignofficial institution," however,shallnot include nationalizedorother governmentownedbanksor corporationsunless such bats or
categones set forth insubsection4(a) above.
corporations otherwise fall within one of the descrptive
andscrip. aswelan
5."Securites." For purposes of this report, theterm "secries"shouldbe interpretedbroadly to include rights, wanants, options
stocks (common and preterred)andbonds,debenturesand similar obligations,andshould include pivately an well asputicly offered issues.
of morethan
no contractualmatuity (e.g., stocks) ora maturity
"Long-term"securities. The term"long-ter" securities is used todefine those having
oneyear fromthedate of issuance.Suchsecuritiestall within the scope ofthis reporteven thoughthey may mature Inone year or les ram the dateof
this report.

F. EXCLUSIONS FROM REPORTING
1.Initial
offeringsof newforeign issuesthat can be offeredfor saleonlytopersons otherthan UnitedStates residentsshould notbe reported on thsform.
(See NOTEtosection B.3above.)
2.Transactionsin long-tam securiies under repurchase and resole agreements should not be reported on this form. For instance, a U.S. banking
institution. broker, or dealer may enter into repurchase agreementswith e "foreigner" to "sell"securities to the "foreigner" with an agreement to
numberof days.
Smilady,
a"foreigner" may "sell" secodotes toa U.S. bank, banking institution,
repurchase
thesecunities
for
a stated pica in a specific
attheendof the perud. For porposesof this report,
broker.or dealer fora stated numberof days,agreeing torepurchasethe securies at a set price
themseolves;
rather, the repurchaseagreementsare tobe
suchtransactions re norto be reported asoutright purchases ad salesof the securities
to, or short-term claims on, "foreigners"collateralized by theundedying securities.Accordingly.agreementsunder
considered asshort-term Itabiltaes
whichyou"sell"long-termsecuritiesto "foreigners" and willreacquire thesecuritiesare not tobe reportedon Form S. butshould be reported a "Other
Liabilities"
in the appropriatecolumnson Form BL-1 Conversely,agreementsunder which youacquire securities and will sell them back toforeigners
Form BCand on quarterly Form B0-1inthe appropiste
on monthly
arenotto be reported on Form S. bet shouldbe reportedasclaimon "foreigneom"
colmons.
with a contrectualmaturity ofne yer or loes,such asUnited StatesTreasury bilosand certificatesof indebtedness,should
3.Transactionsin securities
of "foreigners" shouldbereported in the
form. (Howeer, holdings ofsuch securties denominatedin dlars forthe account
nor be reported on this
appropriate columns on Form BL-2. Respondentbanks should report their holdings of foreign securities denomianted in dollars and havinga
contractualmaturity ofone year or oes intheepropratecolumnson monthly FormBCandquartedyForm B0-1.Holdingsofsuchsecuritiesforbanka'
domestic customers are reportable on Fans B0-1.Holdingsof "short-term" foreign securitesdenominatedin foreign currenciesare reportable on
claima
on FornsC-f/2 and
that do not hold"short-term"foreign securities througha U.S. bankmust report their
Form BC-2.U.S. nonbankingfirms
C-3,an appropriate.
andDeveiopmnt. the
4. Transactionsin parthopahansin loans of the Export-Import Bankof Washington, the International Bankfor Recorstruction
ter-American DevelopmentBank, and the Asian
DevelopmentBank. and other similar lendinginstitutions,withorwth ut the guarantyof the lending
shouid be reported on monthly Form BC and
Instittions,should not be reported on this form.
(The outstanding amounts of such participetions
quartedy Form B-, oron Form C-1/2.
asappropriate.)

0. METHOD OF REPORTING OPPOSITE FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
In genera, transoctios with"foreigners" shouldbe reported Opposite theforeign countryorgeographica area inwhich the "foreigner" isdomiched.
Transactionswith "foreigners" in toritoies, possessionsand other non-metropolitanmea of a foreign country should be reported opposite the
geographical area inwhich the "foreigner" is domtiled and not opposite the parent country. Forexample, transactionswith "foreigners" inthe
Netherads Anttiles should be reportedoppositethe Nethetds Antlles and notoppositethe Netherands.
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Tansactions withforeign branchesor agenciesof a "fore gn officialinstitution"shouldbe reportedoposite thecountry towhich the "officialinstitution"
belongs if the branchesare not themselvesactingas "officialinstitutions" for the countries in which they arelocated. Forexample, the accountof a South
Americanbranch of a European governmentpurchasingcommission
should be reported opposite theEuropean country.Transactionswitha U.S. branch
oragency of a "foreign official Institution"should be reported oppositethe country to which the "officialinstitution" belongs. (EXCEPTION:Branches or
agenciesin the United Statesof "foreign official banking institutions" shall be considered "domestic" Institutions.) Tansactions with a "foreign official
institutions" branch which is acting as an "official Institution"for the country inwhich thebranch is located should be reported opposite that country,while
transactionswiththe branch's head office in anothercountry should be reported opposite thecountry in which the head office is located.
'thansactionswith foreignbranches or agenciesof foreign banks (excluding centralbanks)andother privateinstitutions should be reported opposite
thecountry in which theforeign branch or agency is located.
Transactions with official international and regionel organizations,even though
" Mi located In the United States, should be reported opposite the
clessifcation "International," "European," "Latin American,"
"Asian,""African"or
ddle Eastern" regional,as appropriate.The regional clessificatons
cover organizationswhich havea regional centerof interest.The "Intemational" classificationcoversall other Organizations of anintemutional character.
EXCEPTION:The Bank for InternationalSettlementsand the European Fund, for purposesof this report, should be reported opposte the classification
"OtherEurope."
1Transactionsexecuted by persons inthe United Stateson behalf of,for the accountof,or for the benefit of "foreigners," shouldbe reported opposite
the countries inwhich the"foreigners" are domiciled.
Transactions in securities denominatedin a foreigncurrency should be reported opposite the country of domicile of the "froeigner" involved in the
transaction, and not oppositethe countryin whosecurrencythe secuntiesare denominated.

H. REDEMPTION OF SECURITIES
1. Fiscal agents for foreignissuers shouldreportas purchasesby "foreigners" theredemptionby themof called or maturedforeignsecuities and sinking
fund purchasesof foreign securitiesin the United States, Whensuch fiscalagentsreceivetheseforeignsecurties directly from "foreigners" (rather
than from banks,bankinginstitutions, brokersand dealers locatedinthe United States)such fiscalagentsshould.in addition,report these redemptions
for the acount of "foreign" beneficiaries s sales by "foreigners." Banks, banking institutions, brokers,and dealers presenting clled or matured
securities(foreignor domestic) to fiscal agents for redemption in the United States for the account of "foreign" beneficiariesshould report such
redemptionsas sales by "foreigners."
2. Fiscal agents or trustees for domestic securitiesshouldreport as sales by "foreigners" such securities presented for redemption directly by
"foreigners," including their foreign correspondentsor branchesor heed offices outside the United States. Sinking fund purchasesabroad of such
securitiesshould also be included.Conversely.al called or matured securities(foreign or domestic)presented by youfor redemptionabroad for your
own account or for the accountof your domesticcustomersshouldbe reported as purchasesby "foreigners."
3. Conversions of debtobligations into domesticstocks should not be reported as redemptions.Such conversions shouldhe reported only in Menrorandumi,

I. TRANSACTIONS IN FOREIGN ARBITRAGE ACCOUNTS
Purchasesor sales of securitiesexecuted inthe United Statesfor arbitrage accountsInwhich youparticipate ass principal jointly witha "foreigner"
should be reported opposite the country in which the "foreigner" is located. For example, a sale of securities in New Yorkfor a joint account with a
Canadianresident should be enteredas a sale oppositeCanada;thecorresponding purchaseof securities inCanada for the joint account shouldnotbe
reported,

J. TRANSACTIONS IN TRUST ACCOUNTS
The following should be reported: (a) Tansactions in "long-tens" secudties held by domestictrustees in trusts created by foreign insurance
companies. (Branches or agencieslocated in the United States of foreign insurancecompanies are not "foreigners" and. accordingly, transactionsin
seculies held in trusts created by such branches or agencies should not he reported.) (b) Transactionsin "long-tern" securitieshold by a domestic
trustee in trusts created by Other foreign companiesor foreigngovemments,for example, in trusts created under indentures relatingto the issuance or
amortizationof foreign dollar bonds or paymentof interestthereon.
NOTE:'ransactions in "long-term" secuintiesheld by a domestictrustee in trustscreated by individual "foreign" persons are not reportableon this
form.

K. EXCHANGE OF "LONG-TERM" SECURITIES
For purposes of this report, the acquisition for "foreign" account of "long-term" securities in exchange for "short-term" securities or other assets
should be reported as a purchase of "long-term" securitiesby "foreigners"; and thedispositon for foreign" account of "long-tern" securitiesagainst an
acquisitionof "shor-tenn" securitiesorother assets should be reported as a sale of"long-ten" securitiesby "foreigners." Do not include conversionsof
domesticor foreign debtobligations into domestic stocks. Conversionsare reportable only in Memorandum II.

L. TRANSACTIONS EXECUTED IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES
'tansactions reported on this form,if executed inforeign currencies, should be enteredin termsof thedollarequivalent,being convertedat the spot
rates of exchangepreviling either when thetransactionswere executedor atthe closeof thelast business dayof the month.

M. REPORTING OF CONVERSION OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN DEBT OBLIGATIONS INTO DOMESTIC
STOCKS BY "FOREIGNERS"
Conversion agents should report in Memorandum I the conversion into dorestic stocks by themof debt obligations received directly from
"foreigners," including their foreign correspondents, branches, and head offices Outside the United States. Banks, banking institutions, brokers, and
dealers presentingdebtobligationsfor conversion into domesticstocksin the United Statesfor theamount of "foreign" beneficiaries
should report such
conversionsin Memorandum i. Amounts reported should representthe total amount of onversions duringthe month of the reportdate. Them amounts
should not ho reported elsewhere on this formas purchasesor sales of secudties.

PART Il-SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO PARTICULAR COLUMNS ON FORM S
(See References on Report Form to Instructions (a) Through (I) Below.)
(a) The following are not to be regarded as "foreign countries" for purposes of this report: American Samoa. the Canal Zone, Guam. Midway Island.
Puerto Rico,the irgin Islands, and Wake Island.
(b) Report under this heeding transactionsinsecurities of the UnitedStates Government, FederalFinancing Bank, gonernnental agencies, states and
muncipaitites, and the securities of corporstions chartered In the United States. Do not Include soulies Issued by official internationl or regional
organizaions, even thoughlocated in the UnitedStates.
(c) Report under this heading transactionsin securities of foreign central govemments and polticalerds visions, and securititesof ompoaitons or simislr
organizations chartered in foreign countries, and of Internaional andregional organizations as definedin Part I, section E.3(e) above, even though such
securities may be payable in United States dollars. Classy transactions in rights, warrants, optons, and scrip as they pertain to stocks Orbonds. tclude
tserrechons in foreign stocksevidenced by the issuance by,or surrenderto. Depositries of AmericanDepositoryReceipts(A.D.R.'s).
(d) Report under thisheeding transactionsin ecurities issued by the Depelment of the Tesury and by the Fedet Finandng Bank. (Trasactons In
thesesecadites with "foreignoficla institutions" are also reportablein columns I and 2 of MemorandumI.)
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-4(a) Reportunder this heading transactionsinsecuritiesissued by corporationsandother agenciesof the U.S. Governmentand by Federally-sponsored
agencies.(Transactionsinthese securities with"foreign officialinstitutions" are also reportable incolumns 3 and 4 of Memorandum I.)
(f) Report under this heading transactionsin debt securitiesissued by privatecorporationsand by state and local governments, (Transactions in these
securitieswith "foreignofficial institutions" are alsoreportable incolumns 5 and 6 of Memorandum I.)
(g) Reportunder this headingtransactions in stocksissued by privatecorporations.(Transactionsinthese securitieswith"foreign officialinstitutions"are
also reportablein columns 7 and 8 of Memorandum1.)
(h) Reportin this Memorandum section transactions in "long-term" domestic securities as described in (d), (), (f), and (g) above for the account of
"foreign officialinstitutions. List each foreign country and each international and regional organization, and the code number shown for such area in the
Geographical Casification providedby the Treasury Department,for which transactions in domesticsacurities were effacted for the account of "foreign
officialinstitutions."
(i) Report under this heading,by foreign country and code number,the conversioninto domestic stock of foreign-helddebt issuesof firms incorporated
under the laws of theUnited States, whether or notthe issues were initiallyoffered only to "foreigners,"
() Report under this heading, by foreign country and code number, the conversioninto domestic stock of foreign-helddebt issuesof firms created or
organizedunder the lawsof a foreigncountry, including theissues of foreignsubsidiariesor other allied organizations of a firm incorporated under the lawsof
the United States.
(k) Report underthis heading the aggregate marketvalue of the domesticstock issued as of close of business on the day of the conversion.
(I) Reportunder this heading theaggregatedollaramounts of anycash paymentsassociatedwiththe conventionofdebt obligationsinto domesticstocks.
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General Instructions
This report isrequiredby TreasuryDepartment
regulations(31Codaof FederalRegulations
103).
WhoMust
File.- oI
Each
person
who physically
transports,
mails.or
ships,or exedig
calsesto
bephysically
transorted
mailed,shipped
or
received
curencY
other
monetary
ntumemt,
i. an aggregate
amo..unt.
$.00
onayoe
oCainfom
n
e
t
or into the United Statesfromany placeoctarde the UnitedStat.
Statesto any place outsidethe United tatAes,
A TRANSFEROF FUNDSTHROUGHNORMAL BANKINGPROCEDURES
WHICHDOESNOT INVOLVETHE PHYSICAL
TRANSPORTATION
OF CURRENCYOR MONETARYINSTRUMENTS
IS NOT REQUIREDTOBE REPORTED.
Eoeaptions. - Thefollowingpersonsaranot reaurred
to file reports: (1) a Faderairesara bank,(2) a bank.a foreignbank,or . broker
Ordealerin securitiesin rAspectto currencyor other monetary instrumentsmaield or shpeld throughthe postalservice
or by commoncarrier, (3) a commercialbankor trust companyorganized undo, thelaws of anyStateor of the UnitedStates ith
rspeCt to over and shipments of currency or monetaryinstrumentsshippedto or receivedfroman established customermaintainIn a deposit ralationshipwith the ank,in amountswhich the bank mayrasonably concludedo not .oCed amounts commenrate with thecustomary conduct of the businessindustryor profession of the customerConcerned,(4) a person who isnotacitizen
or residentof the UnitedStatesin respect to currencyor other monetaryinstrkmants ariledor shippedfrom abroadto e Rankor
brokeror dealerin securities
throughfepostalsri
e orby commoncrrir (5) a Pommon
barrier
of passngar
o buntenoy or othermonetaryinstrumentsin the possessionof its passengers.
(6 a commonCarrierof goods n respect nrepeo
o shipmsrume
o

curranoyor monetary

instruwants
nordeolared declicry
besc toysoiling
the shipper.l
7) a travalers'Checkissueroa
nsn,
respectto tha
transportationof traselers
checksprior to theirso
agents
tor eventual selesolos public, nor by
(R)a person
engag.
Adasa business
in thetransporation
of currency,monetaryinstruments andother commercialpapers
with reset Othetrenpor.
tationof ourrenoy
or other monetary instrumentsoverlandbetwen establisheo Officesof banksOrbrokersor dealersin securities
and foreignpersons.
Whenend Whereto File;
A. Recipient - Eachpersonwhoreceives
currencyor other monetaryinstrumentsshailfile Form4790, within 30 daysafter rI.
ctiat, with theCustomsofficer in Charpeat#ny port of entryor departureor by mail with the Commisslonsrof Customs,
Attention: CurrencyTransportationReports,Weshingrton,
D.C. 20229.
B. Shippr. ypMoip. - if the currencyonother monetary
instrument does notaccompany the parsonenteringor departingthe
UnitedStates,
Form470 maybe filed by ail on Orbefore te dais of sorry, a arture milir or shippingwrth
he Fommisaner of Customs,
Attention CurrencyTransporttion ReportsWashington,D.C. 202 R.
CnV1-eru - Travelerscarrylng
curreny brother monetay instruments with them shall file Form 4790at th time of enty Into
the UnitedStatesor thetime of departurefrom the UnitedStftes with theCustomsofficer in clangeatany Customsoort f entry
or departure.
An additionalreportof a particulartransooatron mailing.or shippingof currency or othermonster nstruments, snot reguired
If a complete ao truthful report hasalrady beenfiea. Howler no personotherwiseraguired to fisa reportshal be Scuaid
from liabilityfor failure to doso If, In acs,a complete eadtruthful report hasnot beenfiled. Formsmaybe obtainedfrom any
UnitedStates
Customs
Service
office.
PENALTIES.
- Cloilend olminal penaltls, Inoludln under certnl circumstanes a fine of not more than g50OOOandImprison.
manst
of not worethan ise years, era provided
forfeiureso tilee report,supply InfAnmasion,endfor filinga fitleat fredeuleet
neport,In addltIon,
the -iarecey
or monetaryInstrument
maybt subject to elaureendfenfeitune. See otlons103.47, f03.S
nd 103.4 of the reguietions.
DefinItions
Bank. - Eachagent,agency, branch or officewithin theUnited States
ofre foreign dank end sabheency, branchor office within
the UnitegStewtsof anypersondoing asiness
in oneor moreof the capeCities
listed;(1) a commercialtank or trct company
Org niaea underthe laws of anystate or of theUnited States;(2) a prioate bank.(3o)
%vings edoloan asor ation or e bcilbng nd
loanassociationorganizedunder
the lawsof anystateon o to UnitedStates;(d) en insuredinstitution asdefinedinsection 401 Of
the NationalHousingAct; ( 5) a savingsbank industrial bankor other thrift Institution ( Creait union organizedunderthe laws
of anystateor of the UnitedStates;and (7)any otherorganizationCharteradunder the banking lawsof anystateandsubjeKtto the
supervision
of thebank supervisoryauthorities
of e state.
Foreign Rank,- A bank organizedunderforeignlaw or anagency,branchor offitalocatedOutsidethe UnitedStatesof a bank.
The trm does notinclude enagent,agency,branchor Uficewithin theUnited States
of a bank organizedunder foreign law.
Brokers Oseler in Seourii.s.- A brokerordealerin securitiesragistered or requiredto be registered
with theSecuritiesand EochangeCommssIonunder the Securities Eochange
Act o 934.
IDENTIFYING MUMRER.
- Individualeshouldentertheirsocll sesurlty number,
any. However,
oalens
whodonot hae A
employer
sotertheir
All otbaeIfshoula
oumber idnntistlon
or alienregistrtlion
Socielseourity numbershouldenterpassport
numbs.

SnestmoeSeorit.
Anintrument onion: (1)is issuedrh beareror registeredform, (2) isofa&type commonlydeaItin upon
seuritiessoohhnpes on marketsUncommonly
recognizd inany areain which itis issuedor deal in as a mediumfor instmena
rt
(3) is eitheron of a classor series
or by its termsis dioisibleintoacaSS or series
of instruments;and(4)evidencesa share, par.
ticiptiuno
other interst in propertyor in an enfOrpris or evudencesan Obligationof the issuer.
MonetaryInstruments. - Coinorcurrencyof theUnitedStares
or of anyother country,travelers oheoks
money ordots, investment
securitiesin bearerform onotherwisein such form that titl thereto passes
upondeiery, and negofiebieinstruments(eocept wars.
housereceiptsor bills of lading(in beaterform or other in such form that title therto passes upondelivery. The term includs bank
checks, travelars checksandmoney orderswhich aresignedbut on which the name Ut thepaye hasbeenomitted, but doesnot in
cludebank check'
-e
s or moneyordersmadepayable
to the order of namedPersonwhich hve not beenendorsed
or which bearrestrictia endorsements.
Parson.- An individual,a torporetion, a partnership,a t
oet
int stock company, a association,
a syndicate,joint
esnc, or otheruninoorportad orgenisation or group,anhallentities cognor
ableas legalpersonalitis,
SpieealInstructions
YOushouldcompleteeachlinewhichappliesto you Part If. - Line22, Entertheoe cdate youp#tipdorreacidcurn cy
or the Ponelary
1
ns
Linm
ru
ne 23, Chck the cmioa
bleo b andgivethe complete
nameandaddress
Ofthe shippr or reci.
pierinen
l
tl. -Lina 2, Ic urrencyor monetaryinstruments
of more thenom countryis involved,attacha scowi sho0irg
sechkind, county, endamount.
P"IVOlOy
NOTIFIC-1
IOR
PsrauenloiiuisreurementsrurPuhli
Lawous.l.priseyA
h
rt
1i"it4).
nuiie ishershyiinaiibee,uthurruiluii tMiu, m iono I're
enspOireccorderucewyt
U.S.C
.ttlld
a PubioLawgl.t0e.O UOL 1101;tUSCO',l Iccureaouaclunnieelou.u
io1c50;rsesunyOs
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ho. s re
.e
-iisei..
eddUdh Ric
noo
"
Tbe prfii purposo
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surehe
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uf usafulnesa
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pruisodoss
Therfurmerius
crilleuled
ela beerorided
iu louse
Ofhcwes
imewp en
uf theL.ucluw$Sberwuaerd
enyruiharw+nsuit
nluroiohe Oewrr elufibel IyrseofebhesaerIaeafutihreIoraielbah
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Appendix F
hrIn Appriid
OMB N. 48.RO..46

REPORT OF FOREIGN BANK
AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

Form 90-22.1 (9.78)
SUPIERSEESALPVOS
EDITIONS
...

.

.

...

For the calendar year 19 .......

F

ICIAL

USEONLY

I

z

This ror- should be used oraport financial inttt
in or tsignature auhoriy other authority oer on ar more bank accounts. ecuritis accounts.
ot Othe' financial ccouns in foreian countries as required by Ospartmnet of the TraaeuryRegulations (31 CFR 103). YOu are not requrld to file
report I the aagrepatev1lue of the accounts did not onceed $1,OO0. Checkall epProprie boom. SEE INSTRUCTIONSON BACKFOR OEFINI.
TIONS
1. Name ILast. First. Middle)

2. Social security numberor employer 3. Name inlem
identification number if other than
refers to

individual
4. Address(Street, City. State, Country, ZIP)

0

Partnership

0

Corporation
Fiduciary

o
I hadsignatureauthority ot other authority over one or mo
instruction J(. Indicate for theseamnounts:

. 0

(a)

I

C1 indieidual

foreign accounts,but I hadno "financial interest" in such accounts(sm

Nameand social security number or taxpayeridentification numberof each owner

...........
- - . ........
.. . ............
. ......
...........
.......
...............................
............
.........
.........................

(b)

Addresso each owner .............................

6. C

_Io not complete item 9 for these accounts)
I had a financial interest" in one or mom foreignaccounts owned by a domesticcorporation, partnershipor trust which is required to file

.

....................

.....................
...
.....
....
...............
.......
.......
..............
............
.......
........................................................................

Form 90.22.1 (Sea instruction L). Indicate for then accounts:
(a)

Nameand taxpayer identification numberof each Suchcorporetion, partnershipor trust

f(

Address of each such corporation. partnership or trust .................................................................................................................

..................................................................

(0o not complete Item 9fot these accounts)

7. C I hade "tinancial inerest" in one or moreforeign accounts, but the total moolmum value
of thes
S.000 at any time during the year. ifyouchecked this box.do not complete item 9).
8.

0

=ccounta
(see instruction I1did not exceed

I had a "financial
interest" in 25 or mom foreign accounts.
(If you checked this hox,do not comple

item 9)

9. Ifyou hada "financial interest" in one or morebutfewer than 25 foreign accountswhicharerequired tobe reported, andthe total maximum
value
of the accountsexceeded $10,000during
theyear (seeinstruction 1).
write the total number of those acounts hem:
Complete items (a) through (f)
below for one of the accountsani attacha separateForm 90-22.1 for eachof the others
(I)Name in which account is maintained

(b)Name of bank or other parson with whom account is maintained

(c)Numberandother account designation,it eny

(dl Addressof office
or branch where account is maintained

(e)Type of account. (if
notcertain of English neme for the type of account,giue theforeign languagenameand describethe natureof the account.

Attach additional sheets if necenary.)
1 Bank Account

[] SecuritiesAccount

(If Maximum value
of account le instruction I)
[3Under$10,000
- $10,000 to 150.000
10 Sigatur e

11, Title o

I1 Other (specify) .............
- S50.0100to $100,000

ecesser if reporting personalSacunt

0 Over $100,000

t112.to

PRIVACY ACT NOTIFICATION
Pursuant to the tequitamanseofPublic
93-W7e. (PrivenAct of t974) notice is hareb ainanthat the euthotit to collect
information on Form
00.22.1 in accordancewith U.SC. hO2(e((3( is uhle Lam 058:3t U.S.C. 125 U.S..301, 3t CFA Part I03
The principal purpo for colating sheinformation it tOaesur meintenence of rsmorts or records where SuchraporseO raordl hace a ElsEdagrac
0f usefulne in criminal. to. or regulatoryinPantlgpttons or nroqedinse Tha information collected
may ha provded to those off iOrs end employees
of
any cnttuenthe Oarmens
thethe
Treasury
h-N. ndtorhrsrin
hho
th hea
prrmneftheir duties.The recordsme be
referred
so any Othernto
department
or Igncyof of
Federal
Government
uponthea
raueur Of ths
of hei
dtet.
T roraOf
ea
crimlnal. ta, or regulatory inneatigetioeor proceding.
Isolsune of
thle
Information is mandatory.Civlandcriminal anlsie. including unde certain circumstances ine of not more than $000.000 and
imprieonment of not more than fire yeare. are erndedaforfailure so lila a report. supply information. and forfiling a falS or fraudulent raort,.
Disloieureof the Socials•¢uritr number le maedatory. The authority to colle-t
this number1 3t CFR 103. Thesocial Security number will be used
sea moansto Ident)inythe tinoal,
who tie he reot.

APPENDIX
INSTRUCTIONS
A. Who Must File a Rpoi-Each
UnitedStaeSperonwhohas a financial
interest Inor signatureauthorityor other
authorityOverbank, secutrite,or other
financial accountsin . foreign country,
which exceeded grace in aggregate
valueat ary time duing the calender
year, must report that relationshipeach
calendaryearbytiling Formg- 2.1with
the Department of the Treasuryon or
before
June el
ot
succeeding year.
An officeror ompiopee
e commer.
cil bank which is subject to the eupervi.
sion of theComptrollerof theCurrency,
the BoardofGovernors
ofthe Federal
Reserve
System,or theFederal
Deposit
Insurance Corporationneednot report
that he has signatur or other authority
overa foreign bank,securities or other
financial
account maintained by the
bank unlesshe has a personalfinancial
interestin the Acount.

Inaddition.softicer oremployeeot1
domestic corporation
whose
securiis
ex
securitie
are listed upon netiorl
changesor whichhasassets ecceeding
$1millionand 500or mareehareholyea
ofrecordneednot tilesuch a reportcan.
comninghis signature authorityover .
foreign financial
account ofthecorpora.
teon,
it he hasno personal
financial interest in the account and hus e ed'
olsed in writing by the chief financial
officer
ofthe corporationthat the corporation hasiled a currentreportwhich
includesthat account.
5. bolted States Petege-The term
'onitad Stores person" means (1)
citieanor rasident or the UnitedStates,
(2yadomestic pannrlhp, 3).domestic
corporation, or (4)
a domesticestate
or
trust,

C. Wren snd wham to Fle-This
report shall
ha tiledon or before
June 30
each calendaryearwith the Department
oftheTreasury,Post Officeoc 211304.
Central
Station. Washington, DC.,
20OD5,

0. Acoant In a Foreign
Conty-A
"tota gn country" includes all
geographical
areas scatedoutsidethe
UnitedStates. Guam,Puerto RIco, and
theVirgin islands.
Reportanyaccount
maintainedwitha
bank (eocept
a miiitarybanking
facility
ea defined
In Instruction E)orbrokeror
dealerin scuritiea that is locatedin a
foreign Country,even Itit is a p ofa
United Statesbank o other
Institution,
DO nt report any account maintained
with abranch,agency,or otheroffice
01
aforeign bnk ot otherinstitutionthat Is
ocaled in the United States,uam,
Puerto Rico,andthe Virgin Islands,
E.Military BankngFanillty-Do not
Consider So an accountin a foreign
country, an socounl
in an Institution
known s a "UnitedStates military banh.
Ing faility" (or "United States military
finance facilityt) operetedby a United
States
financial
Institution designated
by the United States
Goernmant to
sere U.S. Government installations
ebroad,even iftheUnitedbtatenr
iitary
bankingfacility is locatedin Z ilgn
country.
P. Bank,Financial
Account-The
term "bankaccount" meansa saoings,
demand,
Checking,deposit, loanor any
other
account maintained with a lne.
ClefInstitution or other person
engaged
in the businese ofbanking. ItIncludes
certificates ofdeposit.
The term"eWcurtiee
account"meana
an account maintainedwith a finmial
institution or other personwho buys,

sells, holds, or trades stock or other
acutfies for thebenefitof another.
The term "other financial ccount"
means ay other account maintained
with a financial institution or other por.
son whoacceptsdeposits,exchanges
or
tr&mits funds, orants as a brokeror
dealertor
future transactions in any
commodityon (orsubject to theruleso)
commodityeochange or ssociation.
0. Finanoal inaremrt-Afinancial in.
terest in a hank, acurilies, or other
financiasaccount in e foresin Country
means an interst descrlbd in eitherof
the followingtwo paragraphs;
()t A UnitedStatesperon hasa renan.
ciai intsreet in each accountfor which
such personIs theowner ci recordsor
has legal title, whetherthe accountis
maitaned forhis or her own benetilor
tot the benefit of others Includingnon
UnitedStatesprsons. it an accountis
maintainedin tho nameof two persons
Jointly,or It seeal personseach own .
partial interest inan account, each of
thoseUnitedStatespersonshoea line.
c1alinterestin that account.
(2) A UnitedStatespars-n hasa rins.
ciol interest ineach bank, securities, or
other financial account In a foreign
country forwhich the owner
of record or
holder
of gal title Is: (a)a person
acting
aS an agent,nominee,attorney,or in
some other capacity on behalf of the
U.S. person;(b)a corporationin which
the UnitedStatee person uwnsdirectly
or indirectlymorethan 50 percentof the
total valueof sharesof stOCk;i span'
nerehip In which the Untd States per'.
son Ownsan interestinmorethau50 per
cent of the profits (distributivesmre of
income);or (d) trst in whichtheUnited
States person either has a present
beneficial interestIn more than ho par
cent of the assets or from which such
personreceivesmorethan 50percentof
thecurrent Income.

H. Signatur or Other AuthorityOo
en AcountSignatur AuIrtariy-A person han
signature authority over an account ii
suchperson cancontrolthe disposition
o0 money or other property in It ho
delvery Ofa documentcontaininghis or
her eignature(orhis orher lignstureand
that of oneor more
other peraons)to the
bank or other personwith whomthe an
count is maintained
otherautnoritye istsin
er on who
can exeruise co
p
pouacle
over an
accountby direct communicationto the
bank or otherperon witn shomthe c.
count is maintained,either orallyor by
some other means.
1. Account Valuatl-For items 7,0,
and InstructionA,the maVimum
nalueof
en accountIs thelargelt arount of cur
rencyandnon-monatary,
eses thatIspear on ay quarirtryor nforetrquent
account sftamentisse
Ior h
pplilcable year. If priodic account
statements are notao issuad,the ma.
Imumaccount asetvalus is the lZat.
:mount of currencyand non-monetery
easet in the account at any time during
the year.Convertforeigncurrencyby us
Ing theofficialexchangerate at theend
of theyear.Invaluingcurrencyof acoun.
try that usesmultiple exchange rates,
usethe ratewhioh
wouldapplyIttheCurrencyin theaccount
wre convoed into
United Slats dollareat theCloseol the
calendar year.
Thevalue of stock,otherecurities or
othernon-monetary
aeseta in anaccount
reported on Form 90-22.1
is the fair
marketvalueat the end of the Calendar
Year,or itwithdrawnfromtheaccount,at
the time of the withdrawal.

F

For purposesof items 7 9, and In.
stroction A, if youhad a ficncia) In.
farest In mare than one account, each
account Io to be valuedseparately
in a.
cordance with the loragoing two
paragraphs.
It you hada financial interest inoneor
more but lewer thanDDaccounts,
and
whether the
youam unableto determine
imum value o those accountsex.
ceeded t0.00at anytime duringthe
Year,check itm 9 (do ot check item 7)
andcomplete Item 9 for each of these
accounts.
J. UnitedStates Persona with
Authority Overbut No Interest In an Ag'
sosnt-lEcept aS providedIn InSiruc.
lion A andthe folowing paragraph, you
must state the name,address,andide.
tifying numberof each owner of an a.
count overwhich you hadauthorily, but
il youcheck itemSfor mtre than oesnecoun of thesameowner,youneedlin.
lily the ownerono once.
If youcheckItem 5 forone or moreac
count In whichnoUnitedStatesperson
hada linancialinterest, youmaystletson
the firstline of this item. In lieu of uup.
plying informationaboutthe owner,"No
U.S pron had any financialInterest In
the foreign accounts."
This statement
must ha hoed uponthe actualbelle of
•the person tilng this form alterheor she
has taken reasonablemeasures
to an.
dute its correctness.
It you check item 5 tot accounts
ownedby domsi corporationand its
domesticendior foreign
subsidiaries.
you may treat them as one ownerand
write in thespace provided,
the nameof
theparent corporation.followed by"and
related entities," and the identifying
numberandaddressof the Paint cor.
oratlon.
K. Consolidafd ReWlgA corporationshichowns directly or
Indirectly morethen S percent Intarest
in oneor moreotherentities Willb per'
milted to file a consolidatedreporIon
Form 90-22t, on behalf
ofitself
and
such other entities provided that a
listing of them is madepartof thecon.
solidated report.Suchreportsshould be
signed by an authorizedofficial of the
eten corpnration.
It ha groupof entities coveredby a
consoidated report hasa financial in.
yfrostIn 25or mars foreignfinancial ac.
counta, the reporting corporationneed
only aote that fact on the form; It will,
howanet,be requiredto providedetailed
infontlion coceming each account
whenso requestedby the Secretaryor
his delegate.
L. Aeoiding Duplicata Reportling-lit
youhadfinancial interest(aSdefinedIn
instruction G(2b),(c)
or (dl) Inone or
more accounts which ar owned by a
domestic corporation. partnerehip or
trust which Ia required to file Form
g0-22.with respecttotheseaccounts
In lieu of Completing
Ilem 9 to each an.
Count youmaycheckitem 6 andprovide
the inreod Information.
M. Pruding Additiapel Inforwa.
ion-Any ,. -mj who does not comr.
pler ilem0.shalf whenrequested
by the
Department
Of the Tresury prOnide
the
informtion calied tot in item9,
N. Siglatur (tam 10)-Thu report
must be aignp by theperson namedIn
Item 1. IIthe report is being filed on
behallO a partnerahip,
Corporation,
Or
fiduciary, It must be signed by an
authorized indlvldul,
0. Penltlia-For criminal penalties
io ailureto Illea report,supplyIntorma.
lion, andfor filing a tales or fraudulent
eort - 31U.S.C.105 , 31 U.S.C.tacM,
and S U.S.C. 1001.
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